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GAIN NEW PERSPECTIVES

With a keen eye for opportunities combined with a focus on long-term investments the strategy of EPH is aligned in an optimal way.
2014 was a year full of opportunities for EPH Group. The Company has
disposed of some of its non-core assets while acquiring income producing
properties located in Moscow with excellent location, high quality and extremely
low vacancy rates.
EPH Group has positioned itself well for the future and gained new perspectives
for its business operations.
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ARBAT
THE ART OF
LIVING

The moment the sun rises above the roofs of Arbat, you stroll along the streets
and you immerse yourself in the stunning atmosphere you can feel the unique
lifestyle of this modern while traditional and historical neighborhood.
Eastern Property Holdings owns 60% of two mixed-use developments in the
historic Arbat district of Moscow. The development has and will take care to
reproduce the previously existing facade in order to keep the arichtectural
harmony on Arbat Street. The upper floors of Arbat 24 – 26 are developed at
a distance from the street so that the newer architecture does not contrast
with that of the historical facades. This also helps to ensure a private and
noise-protected atmosphere for the residential units as they are not directly
exposed to Arbat Street.
The first project, located at Arbat 24 – 26, includes theatre, retail, office,
and luxury apartment space. It consists of approx. 27,000 sqm gross build
ing area on a site area of 3,700 sqm. The commercial part of Arbat I has
been commissioned in 2014 while the completion and commissioning of
the theatre part is expected in the middle of 2015. The sale of apartments
started and the first apartments were already sold. Due to the high profile
location, and the design of the project, which does feature large well-lit living
areas and sizeable terraces, the apartment premises in the building will be of
elite standing.

Eastern Property Holdings was / is responisble for the planning, development,
design and financing of Arbat buildings
The second project, located near the first at Arbat Street 39 – 41, consists of
approx. 11,500 sqm of gross building area on a site area of 2,850 sqm and
will consist of retail space and luxury apartments. The above-ground works
at Arbat II are finished and currently facade works, internal engineering and
finishing works are in progress. Finalization of the second project is expected
for 2015.

Highlights
– High profile location in the historic Arbat district and with a design which
features large well-lit living areas and sizeable terraces
–

Completion is scheduled for the second half of 2015

–

Unique apartments and offices for high standard of living and working

–

First apartments have been sold

–

The project is being actively marketed
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DEAR SHAREHOLDERS,
Based on the decision of the Company to focus Eastern Property Holdings’
investments on income producing properties, primarily in Moscow but also in
Europe’s capitals, the investment policy of the Company has been adapted in
August – now also including Europe as investment geography. EPH’s objective to generate long-term value appreciation by acquiring and enhancing
income producing investment properties which leverage the strength of the
existing portfolio has been supported by this year’s activities. The Company
has been able to identify opportunities for attractive property investments
while benefiting from the trust of supporting financial investors.
Being able to gain new perspectives by pursuing its investment strategy
2014 has been an exciting year for Eastern Property Holdings Group.
In 2014, the Company has disposed its non-core assets while acquiring income producing long-term investment properties. The acquired assets are
in line with the Company’s focus of investing in properties – especially in
Moscow’s central business districts – with excellent location, high quality, a
diversified tenant mix and low vacancy rates.
In August and September 2014, EPH sold almost a half of its undeveloped
property Scandinavia Land as well as its investment in Class B office and retail building, Petrovsky Fort, both close to and in St. Petersburg. On the other
hand, despite the challenging economic environment for operating business
and investing in Russia, since mid of 2014, the Company identified valuable
investment opportunities – EPH reacquired the 90% stakes in Berlin House
and Geneva House, both located on one of the most prominent shopping
streets in Moscow, acquired 100% of Polar Lights, a class B+ office building
with a diversified tenant mix, and 100% of Hermitage Plaza, a class A office
building in the center of Moscow with a long-term anchor tenant. Overall,
based on these divestments and acquisitions, EPH was able to increase the
value of its portfolio to a total of approx. USD 800 million.

In order to acquire above mentioned properties EPH accomplished issuing
bonds on the market of a total amount of USD 270 million. The trust given
by our investors encourages us to continue with the Company’s strategy
of long-term value appreciation through income producing investment
properties.
Having said that, in the past year the result of the Group has again been influenced by the unfavorable development of the Russian economy, especially
in terms of property valuations. Nevertheless, the total loss from fair value
adjustments amounts to approx. 11% of total value of the Group’s portfolio.
Under the current economic and real estate market developments we consider these valuation adjustments as rather low compared to the market
which again shows the impressive quality of our investment properties.
Following the developments, Eastern Property Holdings has already in 2014
been able to more than double its net rental income and improve its operational performance significantly. For the coming years, we expect that our
current portfolio will generate approx. USD 65 million of net operating income
annually. In addition, EPH will continue to consider potential real estate transactions in line with its investment policy.
The Board of Directors of Eastern Property Holdings Limited is convinced
that the Group has positioned itself well for the future and gained new perspectives for its business operations. We are confident that we were able to
create a substantial base for future growth and earnings for our investors.

Sincerely,
The Board of Directors
April 2015
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OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW

The following is a discussion of the key factors influencing our 2014 results
and our financial condition at the end of the year.
Our consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).
OVERVIEW
Eastern Property Holdings Limited (“EPH”, the “Company”) is a real estate investment and development company with focus on Russia, the CIS, and Europe. To date, all of the Company’s operating activities have been in Russia.
EPH’s objective is to generate long-term value appreciation by acquiring or
developing properties which leverage the strengths of its existing portfolio
and the capabilities of the management team.
The Company is managed by Valartis International Ltd., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Valartis Group AG. Valartis International employees a team of
specialised professionals who are dedicated full time to the business of EPH.
As of 31 December 2014, EPH had total assets of US$ 982.57 million
(2013: US$ 316.45 million) and net assets (calculated as total equity) of
US$ 207.16 million (2013: US$ 254.22 million).
In the twelve months ended at 31 December 2014 the Company is reporting
a net profit of US$ 45.06 million, compared to a net loss of US$ 34.56 million
for the year ended at 31 December 2013.
Despite the net profit received by the Company in 2014, a decrease in net
assets is caused by US$ 92.1 million negative Cumulative Translation Adjustment (CTA) effect on the Company’s net assets. The CTA reflects accumulated gains and losses from currency translation which have accumulated
over the period of ownership of the subsidiaries. Dramatic weakening of RUB
against USD in 2014 had serious negative effect on CTA which is mostly
attributable to Geneva House, Berlin House, Polar Lights. The negative effect
was partially eliminated by the sale of Petrovsky Fort as the amount of CTA
which was attributable to the former subsidiary has been removed from CTA.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The profitability of the Company’s operations is affected by global, local, and
asset-specific factors. The most significant factors affecting the volatility of
the Company’s net asset value and net earnings in 2013 and 2014 were the
acquisition of new rental properties, revaluation of investment properties held
at fair value, significant weakening of Russian rouble against US dollar. Material income and expense items from the Company’s consolidated Income
Statement are explained below:
Gross and Net rental income
The Company’s gross rental income increased by almost 2.5 times, from
US$ 7.84 million in 2013 to US$ 19.28 million in 2014 and Net rental income also increased by almost 2.5 times, from US$ 7.71 million in 2013 to
US$ 19.45 million in 2014. This increase is caused by acquisition of Berlin
House, Geneva House and Polar Lights properties. The acquisition of Hermitage Plaza does not have any impact on 2014 rental income because it
took place at the end of December 2014. The rental income generated by
Petrovsky Fort was included in 2014 results for the period till its disposal on
30 September 2014.
Management fees
Management fees insignificantly increased from US$ 3.26 million in 2013 to
US$ 3.49 million in 2014,
Professional and administration fees
Professional and administration fees, which include legal advice, audit,
appraisals and costs for other services for the Company and its subsidiaries increased from US$ 1.15 million in 2013 to US$ 2.34 million in 2014.
Primarily this is caused by the expenses incurred due to the property acquisitions in 2014.
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Other expenses
Other expenses amounted to US$ 0.94 million in 2014, compared to
US$ 1.82 million in 2013. Other expenses in 2013 included the one-time
write-off of the prepayment for land lease rights for an additional piece of
land in Magistralnaya.
Loss from sale of land plots
In 2014, the Company sold a part of its land for a price slightly less than
the appraised value. This led to a loss in the amount of US$ 0.47 million. No
comparable transaction occurred in 2013.

Salaries and social charges
The Company’s salaries and social charges decreased from US$ 0.50 million
in 2013 to US$ 0.40 million in 2014 which is primarily caused by sale of
Petrovsky Fort. The operating management of the newly acquired properties
is outsourced, therefore, the acquisitions did not result in increase of salary
expense.
Interest income
Interest income insignificantly increased from US$ 7.86 million in 2013 to
US$ 8.01 million in 2014. The interest income is mainly generated by the
loans granted to Arbat joint operations company, Vahktangov Place Limited
(VPL), which is 60%-owned by the Company. Loans granted to VPL are 60%
treated as the Company’s investment in the underlying project, and the
remaining 40% as a loan. This 40% portion treated as a loan generates
interest income.
Loan impairment charge
In 2013, the Company recognized a loan impairment charge in the amount
of US$ 8.39 million as the loans provided to the Vestive joint venture were
impaired to the actual amount recoverable by its assets. Further decrease in
Turgenevskaya parking valuation in 2014 led to additional loan impairment
charge in the amount of US$ 4.27 million.

Net foreign exchange gain / loss
The functional currency of each company corresponds to the primary economic environment where the company operates, and is used for accounting
purposes. As EPH’s real estate assets are in Russia, the Company’s subsidiaries holding the assets keep their accounts in RUB. If the subsidiaries have
assets and liabilities which are denominated or valued in US$ – e.g. US$
bank accounts, the real estate assets, or US$ loans – fluctuations of the US$
/ RUB exchange rate impact the subsidiary’s RUB assets or liabilities even
if the underlying amount is unchanged in US$. For example, a weakening
of the RUB against the US$ by 10% would result in no change in the bank
account but would result in a 10% gain in the amount stated in RUB in the
financials of the subsidiary. At the same time, a liability of one dollar would
require 10% more RUB to settle, and would generate a loss of 10%.
During 2014 the Russian rouble substantially weakened against US$ from
32.8548 RUB for one US$ as of 1 January 2014 to 58.6655 RUB for one
US$ as of 31 December 2014. As a result, our net gain from foreign currency
translation in 2014 was US$ 122.59 million, compared to a loss of US$ 9.63
million in 2013. The oppositely directed result is caused by the changed
structure of assets and liabilities denominated in US$ in the Company’s subsidiaries. In 2013 the currency impact on the loans was higher than the
impact on investment properties. In 2014, due to the acquisitions and disposals, the significant part of currency exchange differences was generated
by the positive currency revaluations of our investment properties.
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Net gain / loss from fair value adjustment on financial investments
In 2014, the Company recognised a net loss of US$ 1.92 million from its
financial investments, of which US$ 2.16 million loss was attributable to the
negative fair value increase of embedded derivatives, and US$ 0.24 million
gain occurred due to the expiration of the interest rate swap agreement related to the UniCredit loan. Embedded derivatives were recognised in relation
to certain lease agreements in Polar Lights, which are denominated in US$
but payable in RUB within the fixed range of RUR / US$ exchange rates and,
thus, are treated as a type of foreign currency option.
In 2013, the Company recognised a gain of US$ 0.63 million from its financial investments which was almost fully attributable to a lower negative value
of the mentioned swap agreement.
Net loss / gain from fair value adjustment on investment properties
The Company recognised a loss of US$ 49.91 million in 2014 caused by the
decrease of all its investment properties. Although the rental income generating properties are performing well, the reduction in the appraised values
of the properties are caused by using more conservative assumptions by the
appraiser to reflect the current Moscow real estate market.

Development property impairment
Development property is treated as inventory and carried at cost, but tested
against its appraised value for impairment at each reporting date. The Arbat projects include both retail / office space, which would be retained and
leased upon completion, and apartment space, which will be sold. The retail
/ office space is recognised as investment property, and carried at fair value,
whereas the apartment space is recognised as development property and
carried at the lower of cost or net realizable value.
In 2013, the Company reversed previously recognised impairments in the
amount of US$ 0.50 million. Although Arbat projects valuation decreased in
2014, the cost of development property, which is nominated in RUB, is still
lower than its net realizable value, thus, the Company did not recognise any
impairment.
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Finance costs
Our finance costs increased from US$ 2.67 million in 2013 to US$ 10.68
million in 2014. The increase was primarily caused by interest on bonds issued and on the third party loans acquired together with Berlin House and
Geneva House properties.
Share of associates’ gain
In 2013, the Company recognized its share of associates’ gain in the amount
of US$ 3.24 million. This mainly resulted from an increase in rental performances and valuations at Berlin House and Geneva House. The Company’s
share of associates’ loss in 2014 was recognised for the period till the acquisition of the full ownership of Berlin House and Geneva House and amounted
to US$ 1.74 million. The loss was caused by the additional deferred tax
liability recognised in excess of the fair values of Berlin House and Geneva
House over their tax value.
Income taxes
In 2013, the Group has received tax credits, primarily attributable to tax
losses generated by Otdelstroy CJSC, the Russian subsidiary of Bluestone
Investments Limited developing the Arbat projects, Petrovsky Fort LLC and
Inspetsstroy LLC, the Russian subsidiary which holds title to the
Magistral’naya property. Income tax expense in 2014 is caused by deferred
tax liability recognition due to the difference between fair values and tax
values of Berlin House, Geneva House and Polar Lights. Our income tax
expense for 2014 was US$ 28.84 million, compared to income tax benefit of
US$ 1.28 million in 2013.
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Our Property Holdings are reflected on our 31 December 2014 balance
sheet as Investment Property, Investment Property Held for Sale and Assets
under Development.
Having re-acquired Berlin House and Geneva House and having acquired two
new income-generating investment properties, Polar Lights and Hermitage
Plaza, in the second half of 2014 the Company’s asset mix has changed
crucially, with the majority of its asset base dedicated to Moscow rental properties rather than new developments.
At the same time the Company disposed its assets located in or close to St.
Petersburg, Petrovsky Fort business center and almost a half of Scandinavia
Land, considering them as non-core assets for the Group. The remaining part
of Scandinavia Land is planned to be sold soon.
The Group still, continues to develop two Arbat mixed-use residential, office
and retail projects. Finalization of both buildings (one of them includes also a
new stage of the famous Vakhtangov theatre) is expected in 2015.

Investment Properties
Location, Address
Berlin House,
5 Petrovka Street, Moscow
Geneva House,
7 Petrovka Street, Moscow
Polar Lights,
26 Pravdy Street, Moscow
Hermitage Plaza,
2/4 Krasnoproletarskaya Street, Moscow
Magistral'naya Buildings,
1st Magistralnaya Street 11/2, Moscow
Turgenevskaya Parking,
3/1 Turgenevskaya Ploshad, Moscow
*	mixed-use office
**	percentage of net rentable area

Although significantly increased due to the above-mentioned acquisitions,
the Group’s portfolio has further been influenced by the unfavourable development of the Russian economy. Economic destabilization in 2014 has led to
a significant decrease in demand for office premises and, as result, to growing vacancy rates and reduction in rental rates. Although the most part of the
Group’s rental properties represents high-class investments with excellent
location, no or low vacancy, middle to long-term leases and excellent tenant
profiles, the value of the Group’s portfolio decreased as of 31 December
2014, mainly because of the negative change in the overall market assumptions used by the independent appraisers, such as market rental rates and
capitalisation rates. However, the average decrease in value of the Company’s rental properties is 8% which is quite low compared to the market.
The appraised value of the Group’s development properties decreased more
considerably – by approximately 19% in average – as more conservative assumptions with respect to the potential selling prices and discounting rates,
which reflect the current market situation and increased investors’ risks,
have been taken into account.

Building
Area m²

Office
Area (NLA m²)

Retail
Area (NLA m²)

Total
Rentable Area m²

12,989

5,641

1,789

7,429

16,455

7,161

2,714

9,875

37,815

26,473

1,642

28,115

40,216

32,363

386

32,749

3,552

2,546 *

n/a

3,099

10,132

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Berlin House
Berlin House is located in the city centre of Moscow – on one of the most
prominent shopping streets – and was completed and leased in 2002. The
property is currently 100% occupied. The major tenants are Richemont
Group, Apple, Thomson Reuters. In August 2014 EPH re-acquired 90% stake
in Berlin House, becoming its 100% owner.
Geneva House
Geneva House is located next to Berlin House and was completed by EPH in
2010. The majority of the lease agreements have been signed in 2010 and
2011. Due to the exceptional design, location and quality, Geneva House is
fully occupied today. The major tenants are Merrill Lynch, Chanel, Akin Gump,
S7 Airlines. In August 2014 EPH re-acquired 90% stake in Geneva House,
becoming its 100% owner.

Polar Lights
Polar Lights, a B+ class business center, has a beneficial location in one of
the most developed business districts in the North of Moscow, inside the
Third Transport Ring Road, and an efficient tenant mix of international and
Russian companies: BNP Paribas, Heineken, Omron, Pioneer, Samsung,
Rosagroleasing. The vacancy rate as of 31 December 2014 is very low
–3%. EPH acquired 100% of Polar Lights in September 2014.
Hermitage Plaza
Hermitage Plaza is a A-class office building constructed / renovated in 2006.
The property is beneficially located in close proximity to the Kremlin area and
is fronting the Moscow Garden Ring. 99% of the leasable area is rented to
Vympelcom, one of the leading Russian telecommunicating company. EPH
acquired 100% of Hermitage Plaza in December 2014.

Parking
Spaces

Vacancy
Rate % **

Year of
Construction

Year of
Renovation

Purchase
Date

Owning
Entity

62

0%

2002

n/a

Aug 2014

127

0%

2009

n/a

Aug 2014

161

3%

2006

2012

Sep 2014

283

0%

1937; 2007

2006

Dec 2014

39

0%

1966; 1994

2003 – 2007

Oct 2007

300

n/a

2012

n/a

Mar 2008

Connecta GmbH & Co KG
EPH Real Estate Ltd via
OOO EPH One
PNL Media Ltd via
OOO Tengri
Capital Estate Group Ltd via
JSC Tizpribor
Housefar Ltd via
OOO Inspetstroy
Vestive Ltd via
OOO Inkonika

Ownership
Percentage

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
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Turgenevskaya Parking
The Turgenevskaya Parking property in Moscow, which is 50%-owned by
the Company through its Vestive joint venture, opened in January 2012. The
property has stable rental income, however, taking into account that the most
part of leases are denominated in Roubles, the USD value of the property
decreased rather substantially due to sharp Rouble depreciation in the
second half of 2014.
Magistral’naya
EPH’s Magistral’naya Class-B office property in Moscow is leased till March
2022 to a single tenant, the Gazprom subsidiary “Gazprom Geotechnologii”.
The lease agreement is subject to annual indexation and compensation of
operating expenses, although is fixed in Roubles.

Location, Address

Arbat Projects
In 2014, the Company continued the development of the Arbat mixed-use
residential, office and retail projects. The full completion of construction of
both buildings is scheduled for 2015. The premises are already marketed.
However, the marking policy is now being adapted to the current market
situation.
Scandinavia Land
Scandinavia land site is located near St. Petersburg, Russia. In August –
September 2014 the Group sold 48 hectars out of the total 103 hectares.

State of Project

Projected
Completion

Purchase
Date

Holding
Company

Ownership
Percentage

2015

July 2007

Vakhtangov
Place Ltd.

60%

Jul 2007/
Dec 2007

Vakhtangov
Place Ltd.

60%

Aug 2007/
Jan 2008

Philadelphia
Ltd.

100%

Development Properties
Arbat Multi-Use I, Moscow
Mixed use development,
Residential and Retail

In construction since October 2005
The project, located in the old town of Moscow, will
include retail, office, theatre, and luxury apartment
space, consists of approx. 27,000 sqm gross building
area on a site area of 3,700 sqm.

Arbat Multi-Use II, Moscow
Mixed use development,
Residential and Retail

In construction since 2012
The second project, located near the first, consists
of approx. 11,500 sqm of gross building area on
a site area of 2,850 sqm and will also consist of
retail space and luxury apartments.

Scandinavia Land Site,
St. Petersburg region
Land site close to St. Petersburg
zoned for residential development

Land held for sale
55 hectares of land located 22 kms from St. Petersburg, near the “Scandinavia” highway which connects
St. Petersburg and Helsinki, Finland. The land
borders the Sestra River, and is correctly zoned for
development.

2015

open
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The following table provides a breakdown of appraised values of the investment and development properties at the end of December 2014 which EPH
owns in full or in part. Please note that the appraised values are shown for
100% of each asset, including for those properties in which EPH’s stake is
lower, and the carrying values are shown for the Group’s stake in the asset.

Rental Properties
Geneva House *
Berlin House *
Polar lights *
Hermitage Plaza *
Magistral'naya *
Inkonika / Turgenevskaya *

Appraised
Value *
in US$

Valuation
movement in
the period
in US$

Group's stake
Carrying
Value
in US$

Net initial
yield
in %

Reversionary
yield
in %

Reversionary
potential
in US$

153,020,000
143,660,000
150,170,000
275,170,000
5,444,000
9,200,000

– 11,140,000
– 6,000,000
– 13,712,174
n/a
– 2,705,000
– 6,500,000

153,020,000
143,660,000
150,170,000
275,170,000
5,444,000
4,600,000

10,55
10,57
10,64
n/a
10,46
n/a

10,28
9,88
10,90
n/a
14,74
n/a

– 409,665
– 988,935
378,918
n/a
232,927
n/a

*	Valuation based on Income Approach

Valuation
movement in
the period
in US$

Group's stake
Carrying
Value
in US$

87,600,000 –63,700,000 **
70,400,000
– 2,800,000
4,300,000 –1,631,643 ***

46,013,644
37,686,699
4,300,000

Appraised
Value *
in US$
Development Projects
Arbat Multi-Use I *
Arbat Multi-Use II *
Scandinavia * –  land held for sale

*	Valuation based on Residual Value Approach
**	Valuation as of 31 December 2013 included a third party stake whereas as of 31 December 2014 includes EPH's stake and Joint Operator's stake
***	Decrease relates only to the land held for sale as of December 2014
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Olga Melnikova,
born 1968, Russian
Chairman, Executive Member
(since April 2013)

Mrs. Olga Melnikova is Deputy CEO at LLC Business Adviser, a legal consulting firm in Russia. Mrs. Melnikova provides its clients with full legal support
both in Russia and abroad. She is specialized in the strategic planning of
legal support through internal legal experts and external advisers in local or
international legal environments. Besides, she provides legal support and
structuring for real estate transactions in Russia and Europe. Mrs. Melnikova
graduated from Moscow State University of Railway Engineering in 1991 with
a degree in Engineering and Mathematics.

Gustav Stenbolt,
born 1957, Norwegian
Executive Member
(since March 2003)

Mr. Gustav Stenbolt is CEO of Swiss listed Valartis Group and member of the
board of directors of Eastern Property Holdings Ltd., ENR Russia Invest S.A.
and Anglo Chinese Group. In 1996, Mr. Stenbolt founded MCT Group, one of
the predecessors of Valartis Group, offering institutional asset management
services focused on Eastern Europe and the CIS countries. From 2004 to
2007 he was president of the executive committee of Jelmoli Holding AG,
by then one of the leading department store and real estate companies in
Switzerland. Gustav Stenbolt graduated from the University of Fribourg, Switzerland with a degree in Economics.

Michael Cuthbert,
born 1956, English
Non-Executive Member
(since April 2013)

Mr. Michael Cuthbert is board member of World Titanium Resources Ltd., a
company focusing on mineral sands development listed on the ASX, a member of the board of Reso Garantia, a leading Russian insurance company, a
consultant to Global Legal Search LLP, a legal recruiting firm in London, and
to Discreet Law LLP, a legal services advisory firm in London. Before that Mr.
Cuthbert worked for two of the leading law firms in London, Slaughter and
May and subsequently Clifford Chance where he was a partner for almost 24
years and was, from 2005 to 2009, the Regional Managing Partner responsible for Russia, the CIS and Central and Eastern Europe and a member of its
global management committee.
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Mr. Tomasz Dukala is an entrepreneur and board member in a number
of commercial organizations. Mr. Dukala started his career at PricewaterhouseCoopers Corporate Finance Department in Warsaw. In 2002, he moved
to Moscow and worked as Senior Manager in PricewaterhouseCoopers and
subsequently as a National Director in Jones Lang LaSalle Capital Markets Department. From 2007 to 2011 he worked at Morgan Stanley, Real
Estate Investment Banking Division as a Senior Coverage Officer, responsible
for Russia / CIS and CEE markets, based in Moscow. Mr. Dukala is a CFA
charter holder.

Tomasz Dukala,
born 1974, Polish
Non-Executive Member
(since April 2013)

Mr. Hans Messmer is the CIO of CAIAC Fund Management AG in Liechtenstein. Before joining CAIAC, he held management functions in various
asset management companies and acted as head of business development
at Baader Bank (Munich) for exchange traded products. Prior to that, he was
partner and manager for CK Trading Bank (Frankfurt) and director for several public funds. Mr. Messmer started his career as registered stock broker
in New York and gained a license as EUREX trader at Deutsche Börse AG.
During his career he qualified as Investment Specialist for Structured Products, Hedge Fund Advisor and Commodity Advisor. He holds an academic
degree as MBA of Johann Wolfgang Goethe University Frankfurt specializing
in Banking and Insurance.

Hans Messmer,
born 1955, German
Non-Executive Member
since April 2013)

Mr. Christodoulos G. Vassiliades is a lawyer and the managing director of the
Cyprus law firm Christodoulos G. Vassiliades & Co LLC. He is specialized in
corporate and commercial law, international tax planning, shipping, banking
and private clients. After graduating from the University of Athens in 1980,
Mr. Vassiliades founded the law firm, Christodoulos G. Vassiliades & Co LLC in
1984. Since then, the company has become one of the leading law firms in
Cyprus. In 1999 he has been appointed Honorary Consul of Belize in Cyprus.

Christodoulos G. Vassiliades,
born 1957, Cypriot
Non-Executive Member
(since April 2013)
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Alexander Nikolaev
Russian

Alexander Nikolaev is responsible for execution of the Company’s projects
and acquisitions, and management of the Moscow-based project management and property operation teams. Mr. Nikolaev is Managing Director of
Valartis Group’s Russia and CIS operations. After graduating from Moscow
State University for Foreign Affairs he was Head of Russian and CIS operations
for Smith Management LLC, a U.S. private investment corporation. He has
over fourteen years of experience in real estate development and managing
investments in private and public equity.

Olga Melnikova
Russian

Mrs. Olga Melnikova is Deputy CEO at LLC Business Adviser, a legal consulting firm in Russia. Mrs. Melnikova provides its clients with full legal support
both in Russia and abroad. She is specialized in the strategic planning of
legal support through internal legal experts and external advisers in local or
international legal environments. Besides, she provides legal support and
structuring for real estate transactions in Russia and Europe. Mrs. Melnikova
graduated from Moscow State University of Railway Engineering in 1991 with
a degree in Engineering and Mathematics.

Sergey Medvedev
Russian

Mr. Medvedev is Deputy CEO at Zheldor Alians, a Russian limited liability
company active in the ship, rail and truck logistics industry in Russia. After
graduating from Russian University of Consumption Cooperation with a major
in banking, credit and finance, he worked several years as accountant and
analyst.
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GENEVA HOUSE
TIMELESS
INVESTMENT

Excessive elegance and light providing timeless design. The style leaves
room to develop ideas and turn visions into reality. It lays the foundation
for successful business and invites exclusive companies to settle for the
long-term.
Prior to the start of construction, EPH acquired a 50% stake in Geneva House
in 2006. The project management team of Valartis as manager of EPH developed the property for the joint venture, and upon completion and commissioning in 2010, acquired full ownership of the property by purchasing its
joint venture partner’s 50% stake. In 2011, a 90% interest in Geneva House
was sold to a private real estate investment group.
As the property is considered as one of Moscow’s most prestigious business addresses and the financial performance of the property significantly
increased during the recent years, the Company decided to reacquire it as
long-term investment object in August 2014.

Geneva House is a Prime Class A office / retail property developed by
EPH. It is located approximately 600 meters from the Kremlin. The gross
building area is 16,500 sqm, which includes 7,200 sqm of office space,
2,700 sqm of retail space, and 127 parking spaces. As of December 2014
Geneva House is 100% occupied. Major tenants include Chanel, Merrill
Lynch, Akin Gump, and S7 Airlines.
Highlights
– Class A office / retail building located in historical center of Moscow,
600 m from Kremlin (adjoining to Berlin House)
–

Location, design and quality makes Geneva House attractive for owner
occupancy and as investment property

–

The first project brought from ground-breaking to commissioning by EPH

–

Fully leased in 2014 (main tenants: Merrill Lynch, Chanel, Akin Gump,
S7 Airlines)
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GROUP STRUCTURE

The Corporate Governance of Eastern Property Holdings Limited is based on
the Corporate Governance Guidelines of the SIX Swiss Exchange that entered
into force on 1 July 2002 and were updated last in September 2014.
1. GROUP STRUCTURE AND SHAREHOLDERS
1.1 GROUP STRUCTURE
Eastern Property Holdings Limited (“EPH” or “Company”) operates as a real
estate holding company which owns its assets directly, through subsidiaries,
and through joint ventures or associate companies. An organizational chart
showing the Company’s subsidiaries and otherwise affiliated companies,
percentage ownership, and domiciliation can be found on pages 40 & 41
of the Annual Report. None of the Company’s subsidiaries or holdings are
listed companies.
The management of the Company is provided by Valartis International Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Valartis Group AG (“Manager”). Details on
the management contract can be found on page 34 of the Annual Report.

The Company’s registered office is located at:
Eastern Property Holdings Ltd.
c / o Blenheim Trust (BVI) Limited,
R.G. Hodge Plaza, Wickhams Cay 1
P.O. Box 3483, Road Town, Tortola
British Virgin Islands
The shares of EPH are traded on the SIX Swiss Exchange.
As of 31 December 2014, the Company’s market capitalization was
US$ 140.67 million.
Symbol: EPH
Swiss security number 1673866
ISIN number VGG290991014
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Significant group companies consolidated in the financial statements of the
Company are:

Full company name

Registered office

Issued Share Capital

Ownership %

Bluestone Investments Limited

Koumandarias & Spyrou Araouzou,
7th Floor, Tonia Court,
3036 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 21,375 (10,000 Class A shares, EPH holds 50% Class A shares and
100% Class B shares
par EUR 1.71, 2,500 Class B
non-voting shares, par EUR 1.71)

Capital Estate Group Limited

Griva Digeni, 115 Trident Centre, P.C.
3101 Limassol, Cyprus

US$ 94,000 (94,000 ordinary
shares, par US$ 1)

100% held by EPH

Connecta GmbH

Mainzer Landstrasse 46
60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

DM 50,000

100% held by EPH

Connecta KG

Mainzer Landstrasse 46
60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

EUR 8,757,044.81

100% held by EPH

EPH One LLC

5 Petrovka St.,
107031 Moscow, Russia

RUB 10,000

100% held by EPH Real Estate Limited

EPH Real Estate Limited

Griva Digeni, 115 Trident Centre, P.C.
3101 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 17,100 (10,000 shares,
par EUR 1.71)

99.99% held by EPH and 0.01% held
by T & A Services Ltd.

Geneva House, LLC

5 Petrovka St.,
107031 Moscow, Russia

RUB 10,000

99.85% held by Bluestone Investments
Limited, 0.075% held by Whiterock
Investments Limited, 0.075% held by
Vincennes Estates Limited

Housefar Limited

Koumandarias & Spyrou Araouzou,
7th Floor, Tonia Court
3036 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 3,420 (1,000 ordinary shares,
par EUR 1.71, 1000 non-voting
preferred shares, par EUR 1.71)

EPH holds 100% of ordinary shares
and 85% of preference shares

IC Otdelstroy, CJSC

29 corp2 Shabolovka St.,
115162 Moscow, Russia

RUB 10,000 (1,000 ordinary
shares, par RUB 10)

100% held by Geneva House LLC

Idelisa Limited

Koumandarias & Spyrou Araouzou,
7th Floor, Tonia Court
3036 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 2,000 (2,000 ordinary
shares, par EUR 1.00)

100% held by EPH

Inspetsstroy, LLC

11/2 bldg.1, 1st Magistralnaya St.,
123290 Moscow, Russia

RUB 50

100% held by Housefar Limited

Investment Company (“IC”)
INTRUSTCOM, CJSC

8a Oktyabrskaya St., Korolyov,
141070 Moscow, Russia

RUB 500,000 (100 ordinary
shares, par RUB 5,000)

100% held by Geneva House LLC
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Full company name

Registered office

Issued Share Capital

Ownership %

Lexworth Finance Limited

Griva Digeni 115, Trident Center,
3101 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 1,000 (1,000 shares,
par EUR 1.00)

99.9% held by EPH and 0.1% held by
T & A Services Ltd.

Philadelphia LLC

5, Petrovka Street,
107031 Moscow, Russia

RUB 10,000

99.99% held by Idelisa Limited

PNL Media Limited

Griva Digeni, 115 Trident Centre, P.C.
3101 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 2,001 (2,001 ordinary
shares, par EUR 1.00)

99.95% held by EPH and 0.05% held
by T & A Services Ltd.

Primary TIZ Limited

Griva Digeni 115, Trident Center, P.C.
3101 Limassol, Cyprus

US$102,540 (102,540
ordinary shares, par US$1)

100% held by TP Invest Ltd.

Redhill Investment Limited

Koumandarias & Spyrou Araouzou,
7th Floor, Tonia Court
3036 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 8,550 (5,000 ordinary
shares, par EUR 1.71)

100% held by EPH

Silverlake Limited

Koumandarias & Spyrou Araouzou,
7th Floor, Tonia Court
3036 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 2,000 (2,000 ordinary
shares, par EUR 1.00)

100% held by EPH

T & A Services Limited

171 Main Street, Road Town,
US$ 5
Tortola VG 1110, British Virgin Islands

100% held by EPH

Tengri LLC

Hersonskaya Street, 41A,
117246 Moscow, Russia

RUB 2,019,195,866

100% held by PNL Media Ltd.

Tizpribor

Krasnoproletarskaya, 2/4
127006 Moscow, Russia

RUB 8,787,500

99.99% held by Capital
Estate Group Ltd.

TP Invest, Limited

Krasnoproletarskaya, 2 /4 constr.13
127066 Moscow, Russia

RUB 1,511,710,000

100% held by Tizpribor

Vakhtangov Place Limited

Koumandarias & Spyrou Araouzou,
7th Floor, Tonia Court
3036 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 12,500 (10,000 Class A shares, EPH holds 50% Class A shares and
100% Class B shares
par EUR 1.00, 2,500 non-voting
Class B shares, par EUR 1.00)

Whiterock Investments Limited

Koumandarias & Spyrou Araouzou,
7th Floor, Tonia Court
3036 Limassol, Cyprus

EUR 2,000 (2,000 ordinary
shares, par EUR 1.00)

100% held by EPH
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1.2 SIGNIFICANT SHAREHOLDERS
On 31 December 2014, EPH had 5,338,132 shares in issue, of which
4,262,613 shares were outstanding and had voting rights.
On 31 December 2014, CAIAC Fund Management AG’s Aurora Value Fund
held 3,286,445 shares in the Company, equaling 61.6% of shares in issue.
On 31 December 2014, Lionshare Opportunities Fund managed by Valartis
Fund Management held 531,540 shares in the Company, equaling almost
10% of shares in issue.
On 6 August 2014, EPH was notified by Mr. Markus Eberle that he reduced
its shareholding to below 3% of the Company’s shares in issue.
When informed by shareholders that their ownership stakes have exceeded
or fallen below the levels of 3%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 33 1/3%, 50%
or 66 2/3% of shares in issue, the Company publishes the disclosure in
a press release. Historical press releases can be found on the Company’s
website at http://easternpropertyholdings.com/news.
No additional disclosures from significant shareholders have been made during the period under review.
1.3 CROSS-SHAREHOLDINGS
There are no cross-shareholdings.

2. CAPITAL STRUCTURE
2.1 CAPITAL
Art. 5 of the Company’s Memorandum of Association, as amended by the
resolutions passed at the Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting of 29 June
2004, 19 November 2004 and 7 March 2005, and the General Meeting
of Shareholders of 16 May 2006, 3 May 2007, 24 June 2008 and 28 July
2011 and the Extraordinary Meeting of Shareholders of 15 April 2013 provides for an authorised capital which entitles the Board of Directors to issue a total of 11,000,000 registered ordinary shares without par value and
1,000,000 registered Series A preferred shares without par value.
As of 31 December 2014 the Company’s issued share capital consists of
5,338,132 ordinary shares.
Note 26 “Shareholders’ Equity” to the Company’s Financial Statements contains a detailed description of the Company’s capital structure.
2.2 AUTHORISED AND CONDITIONAL CAPITAL
2.2.1 Authorised share capital
A change in the Company’s authorized capital must be approved by a resolution passed by the General Meeting of Shareholders.
The status of the authorized capital is detailed in Note 26 to the Company’s
Financial Statements.
2.2.2 Conditional share capital
The Company’s Memorandum and Articles of Association do not foresee a
conditional capital, so a capital increase by the exercise of options or conversion of rights must also be covered by authorized capital.
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2.3 CHANGES IN CAPITAL
Number of ordinary shares

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

31.12.2012

Authorised
Issued
Treasury shares
Issued and outstanding

11,000,000
5,338,132
1,075,519
4,262,613

11,000,000
5,338,132
1,075,519
4,262,613

9,000,000
5,338,132
1,075,519
4,262,613

2.4 SHARES AND PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATES
Number of shares in issue
5,338,132 ordinary shares
Share category		
Registered shares
Par value			
No par value
Except when held by the Company as treasury shares, each ordinary share
has one vote, and is entitled to dividends.

2.5 DIVIDEND-RIGHT CERTIFICATES
The Company has no dividend-right certificates.

Series A preferred shares have equal economic and dividend rights than
ordinary shares, but do not have voting rights. Any such shares in issue at the
time of a capital increase of over 10% of the Company’s shares outstanding
would automatically be converted to ordinary shares on a one-for-one basis.

2.6 LIMITATIONS ON TRANSFERABILITY AND NOMINEE REGISTRATIONS
There are no limitations on transferability of ordinary shares or the registration of nominee shareholders in the register. Series A preferred shares can
only be transferred with the prior written consent of the Company.

No series A preferred shares are in issue as of 31 December 2014.

2.7 CONVERTIBLE BONDS AND OPTIONS
Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries have outstanding convertible
bonds and or options in issue.

The Company has no participation certificates.
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3. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
3.1 MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Members of the Company’s Board of Directors are designated as Executive or Non-executive. Board Members who are part of the management
committee of EPH or employees of Valartis Group, which through Valartis
International Ltd. provides the Company’s daily management, are designated
as Executive Board Members. Due to their position within EPH or Valartis
Group, they may be informed of, or involved in, company matters which are
not necessarily board matters and may not involve the full Board of Directors.
The other Board Members are designated as Non-Executive Board Members.
None of the Company’s Non-Executive Board Members have significant business connections with, or have served in other roles within the Company, its
subsidiaries or affiliated companies, or Valartis Group at any time in the past.

3.4 INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
3.4.1 Allocation of tasks within the Board of Directors
As of 31 December 2014, the Board of Directors has not formed any committees and specific tasks have not been allocated to individual Board Members.

Composition of the Board of Directors as of 31 December 2014, and biographies of the board members can be found in the “Directors and Management” section of the Annual Report, starting on page 18.

3.4.2 Members list, tasks and area of responsibility for each committee of
the Board of Directors
No committees have been formed.

3.2 OTHER ACTIVITIES AND VESTED INTERESTS
None of the Company’s Board Members serve in governing or supervisory
bodies with relevance to the Company, nor do they represent Swiss or foreign
interest groups. None of the Company’s Board Members hold political posts
or serve official governmental or regulatory functions.

3.4.3 Work methods of the Board of Directors
Board meetings take place as often as business requires, though generally
not less than four times per year, at such place as the Board Members shall
decide. Meetings may also take place by conference call. Duration of the
meetings depends on the list of items on the agenda. Board meetings may
be attended by the Management Committee members or, where requested,
representatives of the Manager, who brief the Board of Directors with regards
to Company developments within their area of responsibility. In order to support the ordinary course of the daily business, the Board of Directors may
also decide on written circular resolutions.

3.3 ELECTIONS AND TERMS OF OFFICE
The Board Members are elected individually by the General Meeting of Shareholders. Until 2011, election was for an undefined term. At the Company’s
General Meeting of Shareholders in June 2011, the Articles of Association
were amended to set a maximum term of three years. Upon expiration of a
Board Member’s term, re-election is allowed. Except for Gustav Stenbolt, all
Board Members have been elected as per the extraordinary general meeting
in April 2013. Gustav Stenbolt has been re-elected in June 2014.

Due to the Board of Directors being involved in the acquisition of assets as
well as bond placements in 2014, Board of Directors meetings took place
fifteen times in 2014.
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3.5 DEFINITION OF AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
The Board of Directors is responsible for the business affairs of the Company
in accordance with the Company’s Memorandum and Articles of Association. The main function of the Board of Directors is the supervision of the
Company’s management, including the Management Committee and the
Manager, and investments. The Board of Directors has ultimate responsibility
for the issue of the necessary directives and regulations and approval of the
investment strategy as laid down in the Investment Guidelines. All significant
investment proposals are discussed on board level.
All purchases or sales of properties and all investments in other assets in
excess of US$ 5 million, with the exception of financial investments for temporary or cash management purpose have to be approved by the Board of
Directors.
The management of the Company has been delegated to the Management Committee and to the Manager, Valartis International Ltd., a wholly
owned subsidiary of Valartis Group AG. The Management Committee consists of three persons, one of them being nominated by the Company from
the candidate(s) designated by the Manager. The Management Committee
is responsible for taking operative decisions and will take such decisions
by unanimous vote within its authorities and the guidelines determined by
the Board of Directors. The Management Committee is responsible for the
supervision and has the authority to conclude defined transactions without
consultation of the Board of Directors (including the sale of existing properties with a value not exceeding US$ 5 million).
The Manager is responsible for the day-to-day business of EPH, in particular
the management of specific properties, development projects and other assets of the Company. The Manager also manages financing activities and the
Company’s operations and reporting.
The Management Committee and the Manager inform the Board of Directors
on a regular basis on the Company’s assets and liabilities and development
of investments and operations.

3.6 INFORMATION AND CONTROL INSTRUMENTS
EPH’s Board of Directors monitors the competencies transferred to the
Management Committee and the Manager. At the meetings of the Board of
Directors, the Management Committee and the Manager present the most
important topics as well as the financial development of the Company and
report on each asset. A detailed cash flow forecast is presented at a regular
basis, and when actual results have significantly deviated from the forecast
reviewed at the previous meeting, details are provided as to the cause of
the deviation. The Management Committee and the Manager report on the
key risks the Company faces, such as the status of project rights or that
cash flows may not meet development or operational budgets. The Board
of Directors may also ask to engage third parties to review transactions and
results at any time.
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4. MANAGEMENT
4.1 MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
4.1.1 Members of the Management Committee
In accordance with the Real Estate Management Agreement between the
Company and Valartis International Ltd., the Management Committee was
elected by the resolution of the Board of Directors on 9 September 2013.
The Management Committee consists of three persons, one of them is nominated by the Company from the candidate(s) designated by the Manager.
The Management Committee shall meet as often as required and may pass
resolutions only with the consent of all members.
Composition of the Management Committee as of 31 December 2014, and
biographies of the members can be found in the Directors & Management
section of the Annual Report, starting on page 18.
4.1.2 Other activities and vested interests
Except for Olga Melnikova, who is also chairman of the Board of Directors of
the Company, none of the members of the Management Committee serve
in governing or supervisory bodies with relevance to the Company, nor do
they represent Swiss or foreign interest groups. None of the Management
Committee members hold political posts or serve official governmental or
regulatory functions.

4.2 MANAGER
The management agreement with Valartis International Ltd. (“Real Estate
Management Agreement”) is effective from 1 January 2013 and concluded
for the period of four years with the possibility of prolongation for another year.
The Real Estate Management Agreement covers a very specific scope of
services and an exhaustive list of managed assets and EPH subsidiaries. Valartis International Ltd. continues to manage Berlin House and Geneva House
as well as Turgenevskaya Parking – this includes comprehensive services for
management and administration. In addition to leasing, maintenance, regular
reporting and corporate administration, it also covers management of a sales
process in case the sale of any of the properties was decided. The services
provided by the Manager also relate to the development and sale of the Arbat
projects as well as to administrative and investor relations services.
Under the Real Estate Management Agreement, the Board of Directors and
the Management Committee monitors the Manager’s activities closely. The
Manager is only authorized to act within agreed budgets of the respective
subsidiaries and within the scope of the respective property management
agreements. Where the Manager requires approval by the Board of Directors or the Management Committee, the respective resolutions have to be
obtained.
The Manager maintains a representative office in Moscow where it employs
managerial, technical and financial staff for the operations of the Company’s
subsidiaries.

COMPENSATIONS, SHAREHOLDINGS AND LOANS
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Members of the Board of Directors are compensated for serving on the Board
of Directors. The Board of Directors has set annual compensation for the
members to a fixed US$ 470,000 per year which is included in professional
and administration expenses in the Company’s income statement.

Name of Board Member

Olga Melnikova
Michael Cuthbert
Tomasz Dukala
Christodoulos G Vassiliades
Hans Messmer

5. COMPENSATIONS, SHAREHOLDINGS AND LOANS
5.1 CONTENT AND METHOD OF DETERMINING THE COMPENSATION AND
SHAREHOLDING PROGRAMS
The overall management fee under the Real Estate Management Agreement
consists of separate payments for each of the specific services provided. Under the Real Estate Management Agreement, the annual fixed management
fee in respect to property management, investor relations and administrative
services amounts to approximately US$ 1,470,000. The variable management fees payable to the Manager amount for Turgenevskaya property management to the higher of US$ 70,000 or 15% of the annual net operating
income and for Arbat development and sales services to 1.5% of the annual
average Arbat NAV.
In addition to the above described fees, the Manager shall be entitled to
receive compensation on the basis of full reimbursement of all reasonable
costs and expenses incurred by the Manager on behalf of the Company and
its subsidiaries.
Additional services like corporate finance services (e.g. this year’s bond
placements and acquisitions), property management of additional assets,
the management of additional development project and the organization and
management of any capital increase is not included in the services under
the Real Estate Management Agreement. For such services the Manager
received additional fees in the amount of US$ 1,015,000 in 2014.

Gustav Stenbolt
Total Remuneration in 2014

Function
Executive
Member
Non-Executive
Member
Non-Executive
Member
Non-Executive
Member
Non-Executive
Member
Executive
Member

Cash
Remuneration

USD 100,000
USD 100,000
USD 100,000
USD 100,000
EUR 50,000
0
USD 470,000

In deciding on the level of compensation, the Board of Directors considered
compensation paid to board members of other companies active in Russia,
and Russian companies in particular. The current compensation level will
remain in effect until the Board of Directors votes to amend it.
Gustav Stenbolt does not receive any remuneration as his services are compensated within the management agreement. The Management Committee
members do not receive any separate payment for their work as Management Committee members.
The Board of Directors and Management Committee do not receive any
performance-oriented remuneration. There are no shareholding or bonus
programs in place. There are no payments in respect to pension or social
security.
5.2 TRANSPARENCY OF COMPENSATION, SHAREHOLDINGS AND LOANS
The Company does not grant loans to members of the Board of Directors or
the Management Committee.
On 31 December 2014, the members of the Board of Directors, the Management Committee, the Manager and parties closely linked to them held no
shares in the Company.
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6. SHAREHOLDERS’ PARTICIPATION
6.1 VOTING-RIGHTS AND REPRESENTATION RESTRICTIONS
Ordinary shares entitle the holder to one vote per share. According to the
Memorandum and Articles of Association, treasury shares do not confer the
right to vote.
There are no voting restrictions or limitations. However, in order to exercise
their voting right, or participate in the Meeting of Shareholders, shareholders must be entered into the shareholder register. The shareholder register
is maintained and administrated by SIX SAG Ltd. Baslerstrasse 90, CH4601 Olten.
At a Meeting of Shareholders a shareholder may either represent his shares
in person, or be represented by a proxy who may speak and vote on behalf of
the shareholder. The instrument appointing a proxy shall be produced at the
place designated for the Meeting of Shareholders before the time for holding
the meeting at which the person named in such instrument proposes to vote.
The notice of the Meeting of Shareholders may specify an alternative or additional place or time at which the proxy shall be presented.
6.2 STATUTORY QUORUMS
A Meeting of Shareholders is duly constituted if, at the commencement of the
meeting, there are present in person or by proxy not less than 10 percent of
the votes of the shares entitled to vote on resolutions of shareholders.
Matters are decided by a simple majority of votes, except that approval of
at least two thirds of the votes of the shareholders of the ordinary shares
that were present at the meeting and are entitled to vote did not abstain is
required for:
1. Change of the purpose of the Company
2. The dissolution of the Company followed by liquidation

6.3 CONVOCATION OF THE GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
As per the Articles of Association, the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders shall be held in any place other than Switzerland, the Russian Federation
or the British Virgin Islands. The exact location of the Meeting of Shareholders shall be specified in the notice of the meeting. Any two Board Members
of the Company may convene a Meeting of Shareholders.
The directors convening a meeting shall give not less than 20 days’ notice
of a meeting of Shareholders to those Shareholders whose names on the
date the notice is given appear as Shareholders in the register of shareholders of the Company and are entitled to vote at the meeting and to the other
directors.
Extraordinary shareholders’ meetings may be called by any Director of the
Company as well as upon written request of members holding more than
10% of the votes of the outstanding ordinary shares.
6.4 INCLUSION OF ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
Shareholders holding more than 10% of the votes of the outstanding ordinary shares in the Company may request in writing that additional items are
added to the proposed agenda.
6.5 INSCRIPTIONS INTO THE SHARE REGISTER
The deadline for the inscription of registered shares into the shareholders’
register in view of their participation in the General Meeting of Shareholders
is 20 days prior to the day of the meeting.

CHANGES OF CONTROL AND DEFENSE MEASURES
& AUDITING BODY
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8. AUDITING BODY
8.1 DURATION OF THE MANDATE AND TERM OF OFFICE OF
THE LEAD AUDITOR
The Company’s auditor is appointed each year at the General Meeting of
Shareholders.
Ernst & Young AG, Zurich has been the appointed auditor of the Company
since 2010. The lead auditor since 2013 is Mr. Stefan Schmid.

7. CHANGES OF CONTROL AND DEFENSE MEASURES
7.1 DUTY TO MAKE AN OFFER
As a foreign entity, the Company is not regulated by Articles 22 or 32 SESTA.
The Company’s Memorandum and Articles of Association do not provide for
rules on take-over. As such, there is no threshold level at which a major
shareholder is required to make a full tender offer for the Company.
7.2 CLAUSES ON CHANGES OF CONTROL
Neither the Company’s Articles of Association, nor existing agreements between the Company and its joint venture partners include clauses benefiting
members of the Board of Directors, Management Committee or the Manager
in case of change of control.
7.3 OBLIGATION TO ANNOUNCE SIGNIFICANT SHAREHOLDINGS
Pursuant to Article 20 of the Stock Exchange Act (“SESTA”), if a shareholder
or group of shareholders subject to the disclosure obligation attains, falls
below or exceeds the threshold of 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 33 1/3, 50 or 66
2/3 percent of the voting rights, the person or group is obliged to make a
notification in writing to the Company and the stock exchange no later than
four trading days after the creation of the obligation to notify.
The reporting levels are based on the total number of shares in issue, with no
adjustment for treasury shares.

8.2 AUDITING FEES
Fees (excluding expenses and VAT) paid to Ernst & Young, which include
services both the Zurich and Moscow offices, for audit of the Company’s
31 December 2013 financial statements, and audit-related work, totaled
US$ 327,000.
Fees (excluding expenses and VAT) paid or to be paid to the same Ernst &
Young offices for audit of the Company’s 31 December 2014 financial statements and review of the 30 June 2014 interim financial statements are
estimated at a total of US$ 590,000.
8.3 ADDITIONAL FEES
The total fees (excluding expenses and VAT) charged to the Company in the
year under review by Ernst & Young AG and its related parties for additional
services are as follows: Comfort Letter for EPH Bond Issues: CHF 82,606 and
Tax Consultancy: US$ 39,582.
8.4 INFORMATIONAL INSTRUMENTS PERTAINING TO AN EXTERNAL AUDIT
The Board of Directors is responsible for the supervision and control of the
external audit. Prior to board approval of the Company’s audited financial
statements, the lead auditor presents the findings of the audit process to the
full Board of Directors and addresses any questions and concerns. The audit
opinion is signed only after the Board of Directors has formally approved the
annual financial statements.
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9. INFORMATION POLICY
Audit reports are published on an annual basis per 31 December. In addition,
the Company publishes unaudited interim financial information per 30 June.
Interested parties can request all press releases and other communication
from the Company be sent to their email address by visiting
www.easternpropertyholdings.com/newsletter/.
Printed financial statements can be requested in writing free of charge from
the following address:
Eastern Property Holdings Limited
Investor Relations
c / o Valartis Advisory Services SA
St. Annagasse 18
8001 Zurich, Switzerland
Phone:
+41 44 503 5400
Email:
contact@easternpropertyholdings.com

All historical financial statements and press releases, and the Company’s
Memorandum and Articles of Association and Investment Guidelines are
available on the Company’s website www.easternpropertyholdings.com.
10. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
1. In March 2015, Christodoulos G. Vassiliades, board member of the
Company, has also been appointed as director of some of the Company’s Cypriot subsidiaries. From March 2015, he will be considered as
executive board member.
2. On 21 April 2015, the Board of Directors of the Company appointed
Christodoulos G. Vassiliades, Hans Messmer and Vera Christodoulou
as members of the Management Committee. Mr. Sergey Medvedev
stepped down as Management Committee member.
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Eastern Property Holdings Ltd.
(BVI)

EPP II LP
(Cayman)
100%

Connecta GmbH
(Germany) 1)
100%

Connecta KG
(Germany) 2)
100%

50%

T & A Services Ltd.
(BVI)
100%

Vestive Ltd.
50%

Housefar Ltd.
100% 3)

Idelisa Ltd.
100%

EPH Real Estate Ltd.
99.99%

PNL Media Ltd.
99.95%

Inkonika LLC
100%

Inspetsstroy LLC
100%

Philadelphia LLC
99.99%

EPH One LLC
100%

Tengri LLC
100%

Russia

Connecta Beratungsgesellschaft im Ost-West Wirtschaftsverkehr mbH
Connecta Beratungsgesellschaft im Ost-West Wirtschaftsverkehr mbH & Co Erste Grundstücks KG
3)
Ordinary Shares
1)
2)

0.1%

0.05%

0.01%

Cyprus

Lexworth Finance Ltd.
99.9%
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Sarnatus Trading Ltd.
(Cyprus)
10%

Capital Estate Group Ltd.
100%

Whiterock
Investments Ltd.
100%

Bluestone
Investments Ltd.
60%

Vakhtangov Place Ltd.
60%

Silverlake Ltd.
100%

Intrustcom
CJSC
100%

Otdelstroy
CJSC
100%

Turgenevkaya
Parking Ltd.
100%

Tizpribor
99.9937%

TP Invest, Ltd.
100%

0.075%

Primary TIZ Ltd.
(Cyprus)
100%

Geneva House LLC
99.85%

Hypercenter
Investment SA (Lux)
25.9%

Redhill Investment Ltd.
100%
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03
HERMITAGE PLAZA
PERFECTLY
LOCATED

One-of-a-kind perspective and view to the busy business district at Garden
Ring – in tune with the times. The investment perfectly positions EPH Group
as long-term real estate investor on the market.

Hermitageis consists of 3 buildings with a total area of 40,216 m2 and a total
leasable area of 32,872 m2. The Center was fully renovated and opened
in 2006.

Due to its excellent location, high quality of the building, extremely low vacancy rate and reputable anchor tenant Eastern Property Holdings acquired
100% of the building in December 2014.

Hermitage Plaza is fully rented out to mainly one tenant, Russian Telecommunication Company Vimpelcom.

Hermitage Plaza is a multi-storey A-Class business center fronting on Garden Ring, one of Moscow’s most important transport routes, and located in
proximity to the Kremlin area and close to Mayakovskaya and Novoslobodskaya metro stations.

Highlights
– Excellent location on the Garden Ring Road, one of the city’s main
traffic arteries
–

Reputable anchor tenant with long-term lease contract

–

The surrounding environment of the building is characterised by urban
site development and commercial buildings

–

The Business Center is easily accessable by public or private transport
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REPORT FROM THE PRINCIPAL EXTERNAL VALUER

REPORT FROM THE EXTERNAL VALUER FOR
HERMITAGE PLAZA
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
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04
BERLIN HOUSE
PRESTIGIOUS
BUSINESS ADDRESS

Exclusively located in the heart of Moscow – in close proximity to the
Kremlin – Berlin House is perfectly situated. Being located in this particular
privileged business district conveys the impression of success and trust.
Berlin House was completed in 2002 and acquired by Eastern Property
Holdings in 2004. EPH owned 100% of Berlin House from 2004 until 2011,
when a 90% stake was sold to a private real estate investment group. As
the property is considered as one of Moscow’s most prestigious business
addresses and the financial performance of the property significantly increased during the recent years, the Company decided to reacquire it as
long-term investment object in August 2014.
Berlin House is a Class A office / retail building located in historical center
of Moscow, approximately 500 meters from the Kremlin and adjacent to
Geneva House. The gross building area of Berlin House is 13,000 sqm,
which includes 5,600 sqm of office space, 1,800 sqm of retail space, and
62 parking spaces.

Since its completion, Berlin House has been considered as one of Moscow’s
truly prime investment grade properties.
In 2011, Berlin House was renovated which resulted in an increase in rents
and attracted more and more international and reputable retail brands. The
building is currently fully leased to the following main tenants: Richemont
Group, Apple, Thomson Reuters
Highlights
– Berlin House was completed in 2002, making it one of Moscow's first
investment grade properties.
–

Rented to mostly international tenants under long-term leases

–

High quality location only approximately 500 meters from the Kremlin
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION

in US$
Assets
Non-current assets
Investment properties
Goodwill
Investment in associates
Loans and receivables
Deferred tax assets
Furniture and equipment
Total non-current assets
Current assets
Cash & cash equivalents
Assets under development
Accounts receivable
Loans and receivables
Advance payment
Prepaid taxes
Total current assets
Investment property held for sale
Total assets
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Borrowings
Deferred tax liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Borrowings
Property tax
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Provisions for current liabilities and charges
Total current liabilities

Note *

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

9
12
13
14
24

749,707,046
45,621,368
–
74,216,663
8,380,577
142,369
878,068,023

100,140,472
–
18,633,659
80,716,951
3,212,862
1,821
202,705,765

15
11

26,460,024
66,896,144
1,703,781
1,207,334
1,074,650
3,713,451
101,055,384
4,300,000
983,423,407

6,648,367
101,833,883
3,807,038
278,774
695,768
484,717
113,748,547
–
316,454,312

16
24
17
18

401,456,510
126,364,886
67,280,955
15,364,469
610,466,820

40,500,597
–
–
3,567,166
44,067,763

17
16

156,095,550
7,414,992
134,995
2,096,445
54,787
165,796,769

7,091,474
10,710,016
98,930
242,273
25,223
18,167,916

14

9

19

Equity
Share capital
Treasury shares
Accumulated deficit
Cumulative translation adjustment
Shareholders' equity attributable to the holders of the Company

414,418,955
414,418,955
– 30,050,173 – 30,050,173
– 80,650,920 – 125,706,311
– 96,558,044
– 4,443,838
207,159,818
254,218,633

Total equity and liabilities

983,423,407

316,454,312

48,60

59,64

Net asset value per share
*	The notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

in US$
Rental income
Gross rental income
Ground rents paid
Service charge income on principal basis
Service charge expenses on principal basis
Property operating expenses
Repair and maintenance costs
Non-income taxes
Net rental income

Note *

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

19,277,375
– 346,887
4,284,049
– 1,981,153
– 497,525
– 407,904
– 880,633
19,447,322

7,839,157
– 396,727
2,700,575
– 1,417,885
– 134,780
– 416,714
– 465,278
7,708,348

–
–
–

3,600,000
– 2,887,179
712,821

–
– 3,495,328
– 2,336,264
– 402,525
– 6,234,117

225,603
– 3,257,533
– 1,148,402
– 497,916
– 4,678,248

8,008,492
27,316
– 4,271,934
– 938,031
– 472,052
– 5,084
122,593,292
124,941,999

7,861,082
5,157
– 8,391,625
– 1,822,770
–
– 423
– 9,629,987
– 11,978,566

– 1,922,294
– 49,914,029
– 51,836,323

629,754
– 29,296,984
– 28,667,230

–

499,635

Sale of inventory property
Sales of inventory property
Cost of sales – inventory property
Profit on sale of inventory property
Administrative expenses
Reverse of accrual for performance fees
Management fees
Professional and administration fees
Salaries and social charges
Total administrative expenses
Other income / (expenses)
Interest income
Other income
Loan impairment charge
Other expenses
Loss from sale of land plots
Depreciation
Net foreign exchange gain / (loss)
Net other income / (expenses)
Valuation movements
Net (loss) / gain from fair value adjustment on financial investments
Net loss from fair value adjustment on investment properties
Net valuation movements

27

21
14

22

19
9

Development property reverse of impairment
Net operating gain / (loss) before finance cost
Finance costs

23

86,318,881
– 10,677,615

– 36,403,240
– 2,670,913

Share of associates' (loss) / profits

13

– 1,743,854

3,235,178

Profit / (loss) before taxes
Income taxes

24

73,897,412
– 28,842,021

– 35,838,975
1,277,105

Net profit / (loss) for the period

45,055,391

– 34,561,870

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Company

45,055,391

– 34,561,870

10,57

– 8,11

Earnings per share for profit attributable to equity holders of the Company during the period
Basic and diluted
*	The notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

45,055,391

– 34,561,870

– 92,114,206
– 92,114,206

– 85,777
– 85,777

–

–

Total comprehensive loss for the period

– 47,058,815

– 34,647,647

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Company

– 47,058,815

– 34,647,647

Net profit / (loss) for the period
Other comprehensive gain / (loss)
Other comprehensive gain / (loss) to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods:
Loss on currency translation differences
Net other comprehensive loss to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods
Other comprehensive gain / (loss) not to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods:
Net other comprehensive income not to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods

*	The notes are an integral part of these financial statements

Note *
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
OF CASH FLOW

in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

45,055,391
22 – 122,593,292
9
49,914,029
11
–
14
4,271,934
19
1,922,294
5,084
21
– 8,008,492
13
1,743,854
23
10,677,615
24
28,842,021
11,830,438

– 34,561,870
9,629,987
29,296,984
– 499,635
8,391,625
– 629,754
423
– 7,861,082
– 3,235,178
2,670,913
– 1,277,105
1,925,308

2,367,438
3,364,253
– 9,761,868
7,800,262

– 14,396,727
– 1,725,993
– 13,495,054
– 27,692,466

Interest income received
Income tax paid
Net cash generated from / (used in) operating activities

1,163,011
– 889,099
8,074,173

540,742
– 70,238
– 27,221,963

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of subsidiaries, net of cash acquired
Disposal of subsidiaries, net of cash disposed
Sale of financial instruments
Sale of loan
Acquisition of loans
Investments in investment properties
Loans granted to joint operation entities
Loans granted to associates
Proceeds from loans
Net cash (used in) / generated from investing activities

7 – 262,819,795
8
7,476,866
–
8
12,231,017
– 1,961,802
9
– 5,664,839
– 20,871
– 13,772
32,219
– 250,740,977

–
–
19,388,485
–
–
– 3,186,991
– 7,081,120
– 2,574,508
4,538,861
11,084,726

– 6,612,886
268,793,283
5,580,000
– 10,227,469
–
257,532,928

– 2,518,486
–
18,032,500
– 1,800,000
–
13,714,014

14,866,124
6,648,367
4,945,533
26,460,024

– 2,423,222
9,882,146
– 810,557
6,648,367

Cash flows from operating activities
Net gain / (loss) for the period
Net foreign exchange (gain) / loss
Net unrealised loss on investment properties
Development property reverse of impairment
Loan impairment charge
Net unrealised loss / (gain) on financial investments
Depreciation
Interest income
Share of associates' loss / (profits)
Finance costs
Income tax expense / (benefit)
Cash generated from operations before movements in working capital
Increase / decrease in receivables and payables
Increase / (decrease) in payables and other liabilities
Decrease / (increase) in receivables and other assets
Increase in assets under development
Cash generated from / (used in) operations

Note *

11

Cash flows from financing activities
Finance costs paid
Proceeds from bonds
Proceeds from borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Dividends
Net cash generated from financing activities
Net change in cash & cash equivalents
Cash & cash equivalents at beginning of the period
Net loss from foreign currency translation
Cash & cash equivalents at the end of the period
*	The notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN EQUITY

in US$

Ordinary
share
capital

Treasury
shares

Accumulated
deficit

Balance as at 01.01.2013
Loss for the period
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive loss for the period
Balance as at 31.12.2013

414,418,955
–
–
–
414,418,955

– 30,050,173 – 91,144,441
– – 34,561,870
–
–
– – 34,561,870
– 30,050,173 – 125,706,311

Gain for the period
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive gain / (loss) for the period
Balance as at 31.12.2014

–
–
–
414,418,955

–
–
–
– 30,050,173

45,055,391
–
45,055,391
– 80,650,920

Shareholders'
Currency equity attributable
translation to the holders of
the Company
adjustment
– 4,358,061
–
– 85,777
– 85,777
– 4,443,838

288,866,280
– 34,561,870
– 85,777
– 34,647,647
254,218,633

–
– 92,114,206
– 92,114,206
– 96,558,044

45,055,391
– 92,114,206
– 47,058,815
207,159,818

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

1. CORPORATE INFORMATION
The consolidated financial statements of Eastern Property Holdings Limited
and its subsidiaries (together the “Group”) for the year ended 31 December 2014 were authorised for issue in accordance with a resolution of the
Board of Directors on 21 April 2014. Eastern Property Holdings Limited (the
“Company”, "EPH") is a limited liability company incorporated and domiciled
in British Virgin Islands whose shares are publicly traded on the SIX Swiss
Exchange. The registered office is located at Blenheim Trust (BVI) Limited,
R.G. Hodge Plaza, Wickhams Cay 1, P.O. Box 3483, Road Town, Tortola,
British Virgin Islands.
The principal activities of the Group are described in Note 6.
2. BASIS OF PREPARATION
The Consolidated Financial Statements of the Group have been prepared
on a historical cost basis, except for Investment Properties and Financial
Assets and Financial Liabilities at Fair Value through Profit or Loss that have
been measured at fair value.
The Consolidated Financial Statements are presented in US dollars (“US$”).
The Consolidated Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance
with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).
3. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous
financial year, except that the Group has adopted the following new and
amended IFRS and IFRIC interpretations as of 1 January 2014:
– IAS 36 – Impairment of Assets (Amendment)
effective 1 January 2014
– IFRIC 21 – Levies effective 1 January 2014
None of the amendments and interpretations effective as of 1 January 2014
is relevant to the Group.
Standards, amendments and interpretations issued but not yet effective
IFRS 15 – Revenue from contracts with customers effective not before
1 January 2017
IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments effective not before 1 January 2018
The Company is analyzing the impact of these standartds on the Group’s
financial statements.
Early adoption
In 2014, the Group did not early adopt any new or amended standards
and does not plan to early adopt any of the issued, but not yet effective
standards.
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4. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
BASIS OF CONSOLIDATION
Subsidiaries
The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of
the Group as at 31 December 2014. Control over subsidiaries is achieved
when the Group is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns through
its power over the investee. Specifically, the Group controls an investee if,
and only if, it has:
– Power over the investee (i.e. existing rights that give it the current
ability to direct the relevant activities of the investee)
– Exposure, or rights, to variable returns from its involvement with
the investee
– The ability to use its power over the investee to affect its returns
When the Group has less than a majority of the voting or similar rights of
an investee, the Group considers all relevant facts and circumstances in
assessing whether it has power over an investee, including:
– The contractual arrangement with the other vote holders
of the investee
– Rights arising from other contractual arrangements
– The Group’s voting rights and potential voting rights
The Group reassesses whether or not it controls an investee if facts and
circumstances indicate that there are changes to one or more of the three
elements of control. Consolidation of a subsidiary begins when the Group
obtains control over the subsidiary and ceases when the Group loses control
of the subsidiary.
Assets, liabilities, income and expenses of a subsidiary acquired or disposed
of during the year are included in the consolidated statement financial position, income statement and of other comprehensive income from the date
the Group gains control until the date when the Group ceases to control the
subsidiary.
The financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared for the same reporting period as the parent company, using consistent accounting policies.
All intra-group balances, transactions and unrealised gains and losses resulting from intra-group transactions are eliminated in full.
Non-controlling interests represent the portion of comprehensive income
and net assets not held by the Group and are presented separately in the
consolidated income statement and within the consolidated statement of
changes in equity in the consolidated statement of financial position, separately from parent shareholders' equity.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

Property acquisition and business combinations
Where a property is acquired, via corporate acquisitions or otherwise, management considers the substance of the assets and activities of the acquired entity to determine whether the acquisition represents the acquisition
of a business. The basis of the judgement is set out in Note 5.
Where such acquisitions are not judged to be an acquisition of a business,
they are not treated as business combinations. Rather, the cost to acquire
the corporate entity is allocated between the identifiable assets and liabilities of the entity based on their relative fair values at the acquisition date.
Accordingly, no goodwill or additional deferred taxation arises. Otherwise,
acquisitions are accounted for as business combinations.
Business combinations and goodwill
Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method. The
cost of an acquisition is measured as the aggregate of the consideration
transferred measured at acquisition date fair value and the amount of any
non-controlling interests in the acquiree. For each business combination,
the Group elects whether to measure the non-controlling interests in the acquiree at fair value or at the proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable
net assets. Acquisition-related costs are expensed as incurred and included
in administrative expenses.
When the Group acquires a business, it assesses the financial assets and
liabilities assumed for appropriate classification and designation in accordance with the contractual terms, economic circumstances and pertinent
conditions as at the acquisition date. This includes the separation of embedded derivatives in host contracts by the acquiree.
If the business combination is achieved in stages, any previously held equity
interest is remeasured at its acquisition date fair value and any resulting gain
or loss is recognised in profit or loss.
Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer will be recognised at fair value at the acquisition date. Contingent consideration classified as an asset or liability that is a financial instrument and within the
scope of IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, is
measured at fair value with changes in fair value recognised either in profit
or loss or as a change to OCI. If the contingent consideration is not within
the scope of IAS 39, it is measured in accordance with the appropriate IFRS.
Contingent consideration that is classified as equity is not remeasured and
subsequent settlement is accounted for within equity.

Goodwill is initially measured at cost, being the excess of the aggregate of
the consideration transferred and the amount recognised for non-controlling
interests, and any previous interest held, over the net identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed. If the fair value of the net assets acquired is
in excess of the aggregate consideration transferred, the Group re-assesses
whether it has correctly identified all of the assets acquired and all of the liabilities assumed and reviews the procedures used to measure the amounts
to be recognised at the acquisition date. If the reassessment still results in
an excess of the fair value of net assets acquired over the aggregate consideration transferred, then the gain is recognised in profit or loss. The goodwill
is not deductible for income tax purposes.
After initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any accumulated
impairment losses. For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill acquired
in a business combination is, from the acquisition date, allocated to each
of the Group’s cash-generating units that are expected to benefit from the
combination, irrespective of whether other assets or liabilities of the acquiree are assigned to those units.
Where goodwill has been allocated to a cash-generating unit and part of
the operation within that unit is disposed of, the goodwill associated with
the disposed operation is included in the carrying amount of the operation
when determining the gain or loss on disposal. Goodwill disposed in these
circumstances is measured based on the relative values of the disposed
operation and the portion of the cash-generating unit retained.
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Associates and joint ventures
An associate is an entity over which the Group has significant influence.
Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial and operational policy decision of the investee, but has no control or joint control over
those policies.
A joint venture is a type of joint arrangement whereby the parties that have
joint control of the arrangement have rights to the net assets of the joint
venture. Joint control is the contractually agreed sharing of control of an
arrangement, which exists only when decisions about the relevant activities require unanimous consent of the parties sharing control for strategic
financial and operating decisions.
Investments in associates and joint ventures are accounted for by the equity
method of accounting and are initially recognised at cost.
The income statement reflects the Group’s share of the results of the operations of the associates or joint ventures. Any change in the other comprehensive income of those investments is presented as part of the Group’s
other comprehensive income. In addition to this, when there has been a
change recognized directly in the equity of the associate or joint ventures,
the Group recognizes its share of any changes, when applicable, in the
statement of changes in equity. Unrealised gains and losses resulting from
transactions between the Group and the associate or joint venture are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the associate or joint venture. When
the Group‘s share of losses in an associate or in a joint venture equals or
exceeds its interest in the associate or in the joint venture, including any
other unsecured receivables, the Group does not recognise further losses,
unless it has incurred obligations or made payments on behalf of the associate or joint venture.
Unrealised gains on transactions between the Group and its associate or
joint venture are eliminated to the extent of the Group‘s interest in the associate or joint venture. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the
transaction provides evidence of an impairment of the asset transferred. Accounting policies of the associate or joint venture have been changed where
necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the Group.
Joint operations
Joint operations are a joint arrangement whereby the parties that have joint
control of the arrangement have rights to the assets, and obligations for
the liabilities, resulting to the arrangement. The Group’s interests in joint
operation entities are accounted for by recognising its share of the assets,
liabilities, revenues and expenses. The Group combines its share of the
joint operations’ individual income and expenses, assets and liabilities and
cash flows on a line-by-line basis with similar items in the Group’s financial
statements.

FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION
Functional and presentation currency
The functional currency of the parent company is the US dollar (US$). The
functional currency of the Group’s major subsidiaries is the Russian ruble
(RUB). Items included in the financial statements of each of the Group’s entities are measured using the currency of the primary economic environment
in which the entity operates.
The Company‘s shares are listed on the SIX stock exchange in US dollars.
Therefore, the Group uses the US dollar as its presentation currency.
Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the date of the transactions or valuation
where items valued at fair value are re-measured. Foreign exchange gains
and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions, and from the
translation at year-end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies, are recognised in the income statement.
Group companies
The results and financial position of all Group entities (none of which has
the currency of a hyperinflationary economy) that have a functional currency
different from the presentation currency are translated into the presentation
currency as follows:
– assets and liabilities for each balance sheet presented are translated
at the closing rate at the date of that financial position;
– income and expenses for each income statement are translated at
average exchange rates (unless this average is not a reasonable
approximation of the cumulative effect of the rates prevailing on the
transaction dates, in which case income and expenses are translated
at the dates of the transactions); and
– all resulting exchange differences are recognised in other comprehensive income.
On consolidation, exchange differences arising from the translation of the
net investment in foreign entities, and of borrowings that qualify as quasiequity loans, are taken to Other Comprehensive Income. When the foreign
operation is sold, such exchange differences are recognised in the income
statement.
Goodwill and fair value adjustment arising on the acquisition of a foreign
entity are treated as assets and liabilities of the foreign entity and translated
at the closing rate.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

FINANCIAL ASSETS
Classification
The Group classifies its financial assets either as ‘Financial Assets at Fair
Value Through Profit or Loss’, ‘Loans and Receivables’, or as ‘Trade Receivables’. The classification depends on the purpose for which the financial
assets were acquired. Management determines the classification of its financial assets at initial recognition.
Financial Assets at Fair Value Through Profit or Loss
This category has two sub-categories: financial assets “held for trading”, and
those designated “at fair value through profit or loss” at inception. A financial
asset is classified as held for trading if acquired principally for the purpose of
selling in the short term. Derivatives are also categorised as held for trading
unless they are designated as hedges. Financial assets designated as at fair
value through profit or loss at inception are those which are part of a group of
financial assets that are managed and their performance is evaluated on a fair
value basis, in accordance with the documented Group’s investment strategy.
Information about these financial assets is provided internally on a fair value
basis to the Group entity‘s key management personnel. Assets in this category
are classified as current assets if they are either held for trading or are expected to be realised within 12 months of the balance sheet date.
Loans and Receivables and Trade Receivables
Loans and Receivables and Trade Receivables are non-derivative financial
assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active
market. They are included in current assets, except for the ones which are
expected to be received in more than 12 months after the balance sheet date
which are classified as non-current assets.
Recognition and measurement
Regular purchases and sales of investments are recognised on the trade date,
meaning the date on which the Group commits to purchase or sell the asset. All financial assets not carried at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs. Financial Assets Carried
at Fair Value Through Profit or Loss are initially recognised at fair value and
transaction costs are expensed in the income statement. Financial assets are
derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the investments have
expired or have been transferred and the Group has transferred substantially
all risks and rewards of ownership. Loans and receivables are carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Trade receivables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method, less provision for impairment. Gains or losses
arising from changes in the fair value of the Financial Assets at Fair Value
Through Profit or Loss category are presented in the income statement within
Net Gain / (Loss) From Fair Value Adjustment on Financial Investments in the
period in which they arise.

IMPAIRMENT OF FINANCIAL ASSETS
Assets carried at amortised cost
The Group assesses at the end of each reporting period whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or a group of financial assets is impaired.
A financial asset or a group of financial assets is impaired and impairment
losses are incurred only if there is objective evidence of impairment as a result
of one or more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset
(a ‘loss event’) and that loss event (or events) has an impact on the estimated
future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets that can be
reliably estimated.
The criteria that the Group uses to determine that there is objective evidence
of an impairment loss includes:
– Significant financial difficulty of the issuer or obligor;
– A breach of contract, such as a default or delinquency in interest or
principal payments;
– The Group, for economic or legal reasons relating to the borrower’s
financial difficulty, granting to the borrower a concession that a lender
would not otherwise consider;
– It becomes probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other
financial reorganisation;
– The disappearance of an active market for that financial asset because
of financial difficulties; or
– Observable data indicating that there is a measurable decrease in the
estimated future cash flows from a portfolio of financial assets since the
initial recognition of those assets, although the decrease cannot yet be
identified with the individual financial assets in the portfolio, including:
(i) Adverse changes in the payment status of borrowers in the portfolio;
and
(ii) National or local economic conditions that correlate with defaults on
the assets in the portfolio.
The Group first assesses whether objective evidence of impairment exists.The
amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying
amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future
credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at the financial asset’s
original effective interest rate or recoverable amount. The carrying amount of
the asset is reduced and the amount of the loss is recognised in the Consolidated Income Statement. If a loan has a variable interest rate, the discount
rate for measuring any impairment loss is the current effective interest rate
determined under the contract.
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and
the decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised (such as an improvement in the debtor’s credit rating),
the reversal of the previously recognised impairment loss is recognised in the
Consolidated Income Statement.
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Gains or losses on the disposal of investment property are determined as the
difference between net disposal proceeds and the carrying value of the asset.
Fair value is the price that would be received in case of a sale of the Investment Property in an orderly transaction between market participants at the
measurement date. The fair value of the Investment Property is determined by
professional third party appraisers at each balance sheet date, acquisition date
and date of disposal using recognized valuation techniques and the principle
of IFRS 13.
Trade receivables
A provision for impairment of trade receivables is established when there is
objective evidence that the Group will not be able to collect all amounts due
according to the original terms of the receivables. Significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter bankruptcy or financial
reorganisation and default or delinquency in payments (more than 30 days
overdue) are considered indicators that the trade receivable is impaired. The
amount of the provision is the difference between the asset’s carrying amount
and the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the original
effective interest rate and recoverable amount. When a trade receivable is uncollectible, it is written off against the allowance account for trade receivables.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Investment Property comprises completed property and property under construction or re-development held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or
both. Property held under a lease is classified as investment property when the
definition of an investment property is met. The lease obligation is recognised
under IAS 17 at fair value of the interest in the leasehold property.
Investment Property is measured initially at cost including transaction costs.
Transaction costs include transfer taxes, professional fees for legal services
and initial leasing commissions incurred to ensure that the property is operational. The carrying amount also includes the costs for replacing parts of
an existing Investment Property at the time when the cost is incurred if the
recognition criteria are met
Subsequent to initial recognition, Investment Property is stated at fair value.
Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair values are included in the
income statement in the year in which they arise.
Investment Property is derecognised when it has been disposed of or permanently withdrawn from use and no future economic benefit is expected from
its disposal. Any gains or losses on the retirement or disposal of Investment
Property are recognised in the income statement in the year of retirement or
disposal.

The fair value of Investment Property reflects, among other things, rental income from current leases and assumptions about rental income from future
leases in light of current market conditions. The fair value also reflects, on
a similar basis, any cash outflows that could be expected in respect to the
property. Because of the primary currency used in the Group’s lease contracts,
the currency of the Group’s bank financings, and the usual currency to set
transaction prices when buying or selling properties, the appraisers determine
the value of the Group’s real estate holdings in US$.
The Moscow office of international real estate consultant Jones Lang LaSalle
and the Moscow office of KPMG have been commissioned by the Group to
perform valuations of its real estate holdings. The results of the valuations have
been reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors as representing the fair
values at the reporting date.
Where an Investment Property undergoes a change in use, evidenced by commencement of development with a view to sale, the property is transferred to
Inventories. A property’s deemed costs for subsequent accounting as inventories is its fair value at the date of change in use.
For a transfer from Inventories to Investment Property that will be carried at fair
value, any difference between the fair value of the property at that date and its
previous carrying amount is recognised in the profit or loss.
The Group’s Investment Property also includes certain long-term leasehold
land, which is accounted for as if it was a finance lease under IAS 17 “Leases”.
Each lease payment on the long-term leasehold property is allocated between
the liability and finance charges so as to achieve a constant rate on the finance
lease balance outstanding. The corresponding rental obligations, net of future finance charges, are included in Non-current Lease Liability on Leasehold
Property. The interest element of the finance costs is charged to the Consolidated Income Statement over the lease period so as to produce a constant
periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability for each period
in accordance with IAS 40 “Investment Property”.
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NON-CURRENT ASSETS HELD FOR SALE
Investment property is transferred to non-current assets held for sale when it
is expected that the carrying amount will be recovered principally through sale
rather than from continuing use. For this to be the case, the property must
be available for immediate sale in its present condition, subject only to terms
that are usual and customary for sales of such property and its sale must be
highly probable.
For the sale to be highly probable:
– The Board must be committed to a plan to sell the property and an
active programme to locate a buyer and complete the plan must have
been initiated
– The property must be actively marketed for sale at a price that is
reasonable in relation to its current fair value
– The sale should be expected to qualify for recognition as a completed
sale within one year from the date of classification
Non-current assets classified as held for sale are measured at the lower of
their carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell. Assets and liabilities
classified as held for sale are presented separately as current items in the
statement of financial position. On re-classification, investment property that
is measured at fair value continues to be so measured.
ASSETS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
Property acquired or being constructed for sale in the ordinary course of business, rather than to be held for rental or capital appreciation, is held as Assets
under Development and is measured at the lower of cost and net realisable
value. Costs include amounts paid to contractors for construction, borrowing
costs, planning and design costs, costs of site preparation, professional fees
for legal services, property transfer taxes, construction overheads and other
related costs. When Assets under Development are sold, revenue from the
sale, as determined by the sale price, will be recognised in the Consolidated
Income Statement.
ADVANCE PAYMENT
Advance Payment is stated at historical cost less provision for impairment.
A provision for impairment of Advance Payment is established when there is
objective evidence that the Group will not be able to collect goods or services
due according to the terms of the payments. The amount of the provision is the
difference between the asset’s carrying value and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective interest rate. This provision
is recognised in the income statement. When an Advance Payment is uncollectible, it is written off against the allowance account for Advance Payment.
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and Cash Equivalents comprise cash at bank and in-hand, short-term
deposits with an original maturity of three months or less. Bank overdrafts (if
any) are shown separately in the current liabilities on the Balance Sheet.

SHARE CAPITAL
Ordinary shares are classified as equity when there is no obligation to transfer
cash or other assets.
Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or options are
shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds.
Where a Group company purchases the Company’s equity share capital
(treasury shares), the consideration paid, including directly attributable incremental costs (net of income taxes) is deducted from equity attributable to the
Company’s equity holders until the shares are cancelled or reissued. Where
such shares are subsequently reissued, any consideration received, net of
any directly attributable incremental transaction costs and the related income
tax effects, is included in Shareholders' Equity Attributable to the Company’s
Equity Holders.
FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
Classification, initial recognition and measurement
Financial liabilities are classified, at initial recognition, as financial liabilities at
fair value through profit or loss, loans and borrowings or payables. All financial
liabilities are recognised initially at fair value and, in the case of loans and borrowings and payables, net of transaction costs incurred.
The Group’s financial liabilities include trade and other payables, loans and
borrowings including own bonds issued and loans from banks and derivative
financial instruments.
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss include financial liabilities
held for trading and financial liabilities designated upon initial recognition as at
fair value through profit or loss. Gains or losses in this category are recognised
in the line item “Net gain / loss from fair value adjustment on financial investments” in the consolidated income statement.
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Loans and borrowings
This is the category most relevant to the Group. After initial recognition, interest-bearing loans and borrowings are subsequently measured at amortised
cost using the EIR method. Gains and losses are recognised in profit or loss
when the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the EIR amortisation
process.
Amortised cost is calculated by taking into account any discount or premium
on acquisition and fees or costs that are an integral part of the EIR. The EIR
amortisation is included as finance costs in the statement of profit or loss.
Loans and borrowings are classified as Current Liabilities unless the Group has
an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months
after the balance sheet date.
Trade payables
Trade Payables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Derecognition
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is
discharged or cancelled or expires. When an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on substantially different terms, or
the terms of an existing liability are substantially modified, such an exchange
or modification is treated as the derecognition of the original liability and the
recognition of a new liability. The difference in the respective carrying amounts
is recognised in the statement of profit or loss.
PROVISIONS
Provisions are recognised when: the Group has a present legal or constructive
obligation as a result of past events; it is probable that an outflow of resources
will be required to settle the obligation; and the amount can be reliably estimated.
Provisions are measured at the present value of the expenditures expected to
be required to settle the obligation using a pre-tax rate that reflects current
market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the
obligation. The increase in the provision due to passage of time is recognised
as finance cost.

CURRENT INCOME TAX
Current Income Tax Assets and Liabilities are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from or paid to taxation authorities. The tax rates and tax
laws used to compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantively
enacted at the reporting date. Current income tax relating to items recognised
directly in equity is recognised in equity and not in profit or loss. Management
periodically evaluates positions taken in tax returns with respect to situations in
which applicable tax regulations are subject to interpretation and it establishes
provisions where appropriate.
DEFERRED INCOME TAX
Deferred Income Tax is provided using the liability method on all temporary
differences at the reporting date between the tax bases of assets and liabilities
and their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes, with the following
exceptions:
– Where the temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of
goodwill or of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business
combination that, at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss
– In respect of taxable temporary differences associated with investments
in subsidiaries, joint operations and associates where the timing of the
reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled by the parent,
operator or investor, respectively, and it is probable that the temporary
differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
Deferred Income Tax Assets are recognised only to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will be available against which deductible temporary
differences, carried forward tax credits or tax losses can be utilised.
The amount of deferred tax provided is based on the expected manner of realisation or settlement of the carrying amount of assets and liabilities. In determining the expected manner of realisation of an investment property measured
at fair value, a rebuttable presumption exists that its carrying amount will be
recovered through the sale.
Deferred Income Tax Assets and Liabilities are measured at the tax rates that
are expected to apply in the year when the asset is realised or the liability is
settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset if a legally enforceable
right exists to set off current tax assets against current income tax liabilities
and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the same taxation
authority.
Deferred income tax relating to items recognised directly in equity is recognised in equity and not in profit or loss.
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REVENUE RECOGNITION
Rental income
Rental income receivable from operating leases, less the Group’s initial direct
costs of entering into the leases, is recognised on a straight-line basis over
the term of the lease, except for contingent rental income which is recognised
when it arises.
Incentives for lessees to enter into lease agreements are spread evenly over
the lease term, even if the payments are not made on such a basis. The lease
term is the non-cancellable period of the lease together with any further
term for which the tenant has the option to continue the lease, where, at the
inception of the lease, the management is certain that the tenant will exercise
that option.
Amounts received from tenants to terminate leases or to compensate for
dilapidations are recognised in the income statement when they arise.
Service charges and expenses recoverable from tenants
Income arising from expenses recharged to tenants is recognised in the period
in which the expense can be contractually recovered. Service charges and
other such receipts are included gross of the related costs in revenue, as the
management considers that the Group acts as principal in this respect.
Interest income
Interest income is recognised as it accrues using the effective interest rate
method.
Property sales
Sale of properties is recognised when the risks and rewards of the properties
are passed to the purchasers. Deposits and instalments received on properties
sold prior to their completion are included under Current Liabilities. In the case
of Assets under Development, sales of inventory property are recorded in the
Consolidated Income Statement together with an adjustment for the associated cost of the inventory.

Leases – Group as lessee
Finance leases, which transfer to the Group substantially all the risks and
benefits incidental to ownership of the leased item, are capitalised at the
inception of the lease at the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, at
the present value of the minimum lease payments.
Lease payments are apportioned between the finance charges and the reduction of the lease liability so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the
remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are charged to the income
statement as they arise.
Other leases are classified as operating leases, unless they are leases of
investment property (see investment property above). Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense in the income statement on a straightline basis over the lease term, except for contingent rental payments which
are expensed when they arise.
DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION
Dividend distribution to the Company’s shareholders is recognised as a liability in the Group’s financial statements in the period in which the dividends
are approved by the Company’s shareholders.
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5. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS, ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The preparation of the Group’s financial statements requires management
to make judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities, and the disclosure
of contingent liabilities, at the reporting date. However, uncertainty about
these assumptions and estimates could result in outcomes that require a
material adjustment to the carrying amount of the asset or liability affected
in future periods.
JUDGEMENTS OTHER THAN ESTIMATES
In the process of applying the Group's accounting policies, management has
made the following judgements, which have the most significant effect on
the amounts recognised in the consolidated financial statements:
Revenue recognition
When a contract for the sale of a property upon completion of construction
is judged to be a construction contract, (see revenue recognition policy for
sales of property under development), revenue is recognised using the percentage of completion method as construction progresses. The percentage
of completion is made by reference to the stage of completion of projects
and contracts determined based on the proportion of contract costs incurred to date and the estimated costs to complete.
Valuation Uncertainty as at December 2014
In the second half of 2014 as a result of the significant weakening in the oil
price and sanctions against Russia the Russian market witnessed extreme
ruble depreciation coupled with a high level of volatility, large increases in
the bank base rate, significant falls in the equity markets and capital flight.
Uncertainty is pervasive in all markets and it is difficult to find a consensus
on the future track of both the oil price and the ruble exchange rate.
This has resulted in reduced levels of liquidity in the Russian real estate
market and transaction levels are becoming affected, resulting in a lack of
clarity as to pricing levels and market drivers. This, combined with falling
levels of available hard currency debt in the market, as well as an increase
in the cost of debt, is resulting in a reappraisal of Russian commercial property prices.
In the absence of genuine third party, arm’s length transactions, it is challenging to draw conclusions on current market yields. In addition to this,
the high level of volatility in the value of the ruble against other currencies
is likely to have an effect on ERVs, although to date the results are largely
unknown.
Under these circumstances, the valuation experts have exercised valuations
but in a very thin market it is necessary to make more judgements than is
usually required.

Business combinations
The Group acquires subsidiaries that own real estate. At the time of acquisition, the Group considers whether the acquisition represents the acquisition of a business. The Group accounts for an acquisition as a business
combination where an integrated set of activities is acquired in addition to
the property. More specifically, consideration is made of the extent to which
significant processes are acquired and, in particular, the extent of ancillary
services provided by the subsidiary (e.g., maintenance, cleaning, security,
bookkeeping, etc.). The significance of any process is judged with reference
to the guidance in IAS 40 on ancillary services.
When the acquisition of subsidiaries does not represent a business, it is
accounted for as an acquisition of a group of assets and liabilities. The cost
of the acquisition is allocated to the assets and liabilities acquired based
upon their relative fair values, and no goodwill or deferred tax is recognised.
Taxes
In accordance with the IFRIC clarification issued in July 2014 the Group
recognizes deferred tax liability in its Russian subsidiaries due to the excess
of the fair value of the properties over their tax value. However, this deferred
tax liability will only realize where a future sale of the property has been
structured as an asset, as opposed to a share deal. As the current structure
of the Group allows performing a potential future sale transaction via a sale
of the shares, the deferred tax liability, having already been recognized in
the Group’s consolidated accounts, will then not materialize.
Going concern assumption
Management prepared these financial statements on a going concern basis.
In making this judgement management considered the current intentions
and financial position of the Group.
Internal cash flow analysis has been prepared by the management of the
Group to support the going concern assumption of the business. Management used its judgement and made assumptions based on the existing
management information and the market conditions existing as at balance
sheet date in preparing its internal cashflow analysis. If the assumptions
as to the timing and magnitude of future events prove to be inaccurate, the
going concern assumption may no longer be applicable.
Concentration on business risk
All of the Group’s real estate properties and projects relate to commercial
properties in Moscow, Russia. As a result of this geographic and sectoral
concentration, any change in the Russian political or regulatory environment, any decline in economic activity in Russia generally or in Moscow in
particular, and any downturn or weakness in the local real estate market
due to changes in the level of demand for or supply of commercial space
or otherwise, may each adversely affect the Group’s results of operations,
financial condition and the value of its properties.
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ESTIMATES
Estimation of net realisable value for Assets Under Development
Assets under Development are carried at the lower of cost and net realisable
value (NRV).
NRV for completed Assets under Development is assessed with reference
to market conditions and prices existing at the reporting date and is determined by the Group having taken suitable external advice and in the light of
recent market transactions.
Taxes
Uncertainties exist with respect to the interpretation of complex tax regulations, changes in tax laws, and the amount and timing of future taxable
income. Given the wide range of international business relationships and the
long-term nature and complexity of existing contractual agreements, differences arising between the actual results and the assumptions made, or
future changes to such assumptions, could necessitate future adjustments
to tax income and expense already recorded. The Group establishes provisions, based on reasonable estimates, for possible consequences of audits
by the tax authorities of the respective countries in which it operates. The
amount of such provisions is based on various factors, such as experience
of previous tax audits and differing interpretations of tax regulations by the
taxable entity and the responsible tax authority. Where the final tax outcome
of these matters is different from the amounts that were initially recorded,
such differences will impact the income tax and deferred tax provisions in
the period in which such determination is made.
Assumption of expected future use of investment properties or assets under
development
In order to determine the appropriate accounting treatment for the Group’s
investment projects or properties, the Group allocates the cost of development to the individual property components i.e. retail and residential apartments, based on estimated future revenues (Notes 9 and 11).
Unavailability of financial information
When the Group invests as a minority shareholder in a company, it may not
be actively involved in the management of the company, nor the preparation of its financial information. As such, the Group may not have access to
financial information for these investments in a timely manner, or at all, and
may have no choice but to make estimates for valuation purposes based on
the limited information available at the time valuations are determined. The
Group may also not be able to control the timing of independent third party
audit of these companies, and may have to apply its own judgment as to the
reliability of the information it does receive.

Fair value of derivatives and other financial instruments
The fair value of financial instruments where no active market exists or
where quoted prices are not otherwise available are determined by using
valuation techniques. In these cases, the fair values are estimated from
observable data in respect of similar financial instruments or using models.
Where market observable inputs are not available, they are estimated based
on appropriate assumptions. Changes in assumptions about these factors
could affect the reported fair value of financial instruments.
Contingent consideration, resulting from business combinations, is valued
at fair value at the acquisition date as part of the business combination.
When the contingent consideration meets the definition of a financial liability, it is subsequently remeasured to fair value at each reporting date.
The determination of the fair value is based on discounted cash flows. The
key assumptions take into consideration the probability of meeting each
performance target and the discount factor (Note 7).
Impairment of loans and receivables
The Group determines whether an asset is impaired by evaluating the duration and extent to which the fair value of an investment is less than its cost.
In determining fair value, valuations of independent appraisers are used. This
evaluation is subject to changes in factors such as industry and sector performance, changes in technology and operational and financing cash flow.
The Group reviews its Loans and Receivables balances to assess impairment on a periodic basis. In determining whether an impairment loss should
be recorded in the Consolidated Income Statement, the Group makes judgements as to whether there is any observable data indicating an impairment
trigger followed by a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash
flows from the various loans.
Management also uses estimates in order to determine the fair value of
collateral assets for calculating an impairment. This evidence may include
observable data indicating that there has been an adverse change in the
payment status of borrowers in a group, or national or local economic conditions that correlate with defaults on assets in the group. Management
uses estimates based on historical loss experience for assets with credit
risk characteristics and objective evidence of impairment similar to those
in the portfolio when scheduling its future cash flows. The methodology
and assumptions used for estimating both the amount and timing of future
cash flows are reviewed regularly to reduce any differences between loss
estimates and actual loss experience.
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Rental Properties generate rental income and incur expenses primarily for
maintenance and building operations. The Group’s Rental Properties are in
Russia’s capital city Moscow. Except for Turgenevskaya parking, they are
predominantly comprised of office space, though all, except Magistral’naya,
have space dedicated to retail. The assets are kept at fair value, which is
generally based on the leases in place and market-wide valuation criteria
(yields, reversion rents).
The Rental Properties segment generates product or service-based recurring revenues by providing commercial premises, or in the case of Turgenevskaya, car parking space, for which rental income is received. Generally,
gross and net rents for the Segment are reflected as such in both the Consolidated Income Statement and accounts presented by segment.

Impairment of assets under development
The Group compares the carrying amounts of Assets under Development
to their estimated net realisable value based on independent market value
appraisals at each balance sheet date (Note 8). Provisions are made when
appraised value is below the current carrying amount, or when events or
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amounts may not be
realised. This assessment requires the use of judgement and estimates.
6. SEGMENT INFORMATION
The Chief Operating Decision Maker of the Group has been identified as the
Management Committee, which has been given responsibility for allocating
the Group’s resources between its various assets.
The Management Committee has access to detailed financial reports for
all the Group’s assets and evaluates the performance of each on an individual basis. Based on the shared natures of products and services, production processes, type of customer, distribution methods, and regulatory
environment, the Group’s assets have been aggregated into three operating segments: rental properties, development properties, and development
financing. In prior periods the Group also had a fourth segment – Passive
Investments, which represented investments in bonds and investments in
companies in which the Group did not have a controlling interest and did
not actively participate in management. As the Company has sold the bond
portfolio entirely and there is no activity with respect to these investments
the management considers that this segment does not operate anymore.
The small amount of this segment which was presented in lines “Valuation
movement” and “Interest income” in the prior year period was reallocated to
the Development Financing segment.
1. Rental Properties which consist of:
– 100% of five commercial properties: Berlin House, Geneva House,
Polar Lights, Hermitage Plaza and Magistal’naya in Moscow
–		50% of an underground parking garage: Turgenevskaya Square
in Moscow

2. Development Properties which consist of:
– 60% of a joint operations to develop two mixed-use properties in
Moscow: Arbat Multi-use Complexes
– 100% of a raw land plot: 55 hectare “Scandinavia” site near
St. Petersburg
Development Properties generate revaluation gains and losses, also based
on certain dynamics (cost and availability of financing to developers, risk
appetite, stage of completion, market sales prices) which are shared by all
projects, yet different from those impacting Rental Properties. The Group’s
Development assets are in or near Russia’s two largest cities: Moscow
and St. Petersburg. Development Properties reflect a mixture of properties
which, when completed, will either be retained and held as Rental Properties or will be, in the course of business, held for sale (also applicable to
Scandinavia land plots, see note 9)..
3. Development Financing which consists of:
– Loans to Vakhtangov Place Ltd., the 60%-owned joint operation
company which is developing the Arbat Multi-use Complexes
– Loans to Vestive, the 50%-owned joint venture company owning parking lot developer Inkonika
Development Financing represents interest-bearing loans made for the purpose of developing real estate in Russia. All outstanding loans reflected on
the Group’s Consolidated Statement of Financial Position are to entities in
which the Group has significant influence or owns a stake of at least 50%,
but does not consolidate or does not fully consolidate, and has the ability to
actively protect its interests. The loan amount reflected in the Group’s accounts is that portion which is not eliminated in consolidation. Development
financing generates interest income for the Group.
All of the Group’s Rental Properties and Development Properties are in Russia, as are the assets securing the Group’s Development Financing. Information provided to the Management Committee is measured in a manner
consistent with that in the financial statements.
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Revenue of the Group by operating activities for the periods is as follows:

in US$
Gross rental income
Other rental income / (expenses)
Net rental income
Interest income
Loan impairment charge
Net foreign exchange gain / (loss)
Valuation movements
Finance costs
Share of associates' loss
Income taxes
Other income / (expenses)
Net (loss) / profit for the period

in US$
Gross rental income
Other rental income / (expenses)
Net rental income (subtotal)
Sales of inventory property
Cost of sales – inventory property
Profit on sale of inventory property (subtotal)
Interest income
Loan impairment charge
Net foreign exchange (loss) / gain
Valuation movements
Development property reverse of impairment
Finance costs
Share of associates' gain
Income taxes
Other income / (expenses)
Net (loss) / profit for the period

Rental
Property
19,277,375
169,947
19,447,322
2,547,178
– 4,271,934
197,448,773
– 40,387,678
– 8,945,417
– 1,743,854
– 38,335,059
– 1,212,912
124,546,419

Rental
Property
7,839,157
– 130,809
7,708,348
–
–
–
2,775,920
– 8,391,625
1,296,773
– 1,861,000
–
–
3,235,178
595,910
– 1,403,242
3,956,262

31.12.2014
Development
Development
Properties
Financing

Total

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
5,461,314

– 40,176,258
– 9,526,351
–
–
9,708,585
– 2,908,515
– 42,902,539

– 34,679,223
– 1,922,294
– 1,732,198
–
– 215,547
– 3,500,540
– 36,588,488

19,277,375
169,947
19,447,322
8,008,492
– 4,271,934
122,593,291
– 51,836,323
– 10,677,615
– 1,743,854
– 28,842,021
– 7,621,967
45,055,391

31.12.2013
Development
Development
Properties
Financing

Total

–
–
–
3,600,000
– 2,887,179
712,821
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
5,085,162

– 3,513,547
– 27,435,984
499,635
–
–
751,433
– 3,074,092
– 32,059,734

– 7,413,212
629,754
–
– 2,670,913
–
– 70,236
– 2,018,952
– 6,458,398

7,839,157
– 130,809
7,708,348
3,600,000
– 2,887,179
712,821
7,861,082
– 8,391,625
– 9,629,987
– 28,667,230
499,635
– 2,670,913
3,235,178
1,277,107
– 6,496,285
– 34,561,870
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The Management Committee also assesses the performance of operating
segments based on the results of valuation of the respective assets.
Assets and liabilities valuation as of 31.12.2014
Rental
Development
Development
Properties
Properties
Financing
Investment properties
Investment property held for sale
Goodwill
Assets under development
Loans and receivables
Cash & cash equivalents
Other Assets
Total Assets
Total Liabilities

732,902,846
–
45,621,368
–
8,981,801
23,978,846
6,386,992
817,871,853
757,717,003

16,804,200
4,300,000
–
66,896,144
–
1,331,304
8,372,568
97,704,216
17,714,821

–
–
–
–
66,442,196
1,149,874
255,268
67,847,338
831,765

749,707,046
4,300,000
45,621,368
66,896,144
75,423,997
26,460,025
15,014,828
983,423,408
776,263,589

Assets and liabilities valuation as of 31.12.2013
Rental
Development
Development
Properties
Properties
Financing
Investment properties
Assets under development
Investment in associates
Loans and receivables
Cash & cash equivalents
Other Assets
Total Assets
Total Liabilities

71,041,672
–
18,633,659
22,381,472
1,497,058
3,590,493
117,144,354
9,088,091

29,098,800
101,833,883
–
–
3,455,968
4,445,784
138,834,436
11,160,163

–
–
–
58,614,253
1,695,340
165,929
60,475,522
41,987,425

Total

Total

100,140,472
101,833,883
18,633,659
80,995,725
6,648,367
8,202,206
316,454,312
62,235,679
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7. BUSINESS COMBINATIONS
GENEVA HOUSE & BERLIN HOUSE
On 25 August 2014, the Group acquired 90% of EPH Real Estate Ltd (EPH
RE) and 90% of Connecta Gmbh & Co. KG (Connecta KG), the companies
which ultimately own Geneva House and Berlin House, office and retail real
estate properties respectively, and thus became a 100% owner of the entities. As the properties are considered as two of Moscow’s most prestigious business addresses and the financial performance of the properties
significantly increased during the recent years, the Company decided to
re-acquire them as long-term investment objects, following its investment
strategy.
The fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of EPH RE as at the
date of acquisition were:
in US$

25.08.2014

Assets
Investment property
Deferred tax assets
Cash & cash equivalents
Other assets
Total assets

165,684,411
6,044,361
6,112,535
869,781
178,711,089

Liabilities
Borrowings
Deferred tax liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Total identifiable net assets at fair value

85,585,256
25,662,365
3,389,125
4,026,631
118,663,377
60,047,711

Less investment in associate at fair value (10%)
Goodwill arising on acquisition
Purchase consideration
thereof paid in cash
thereof purchase price consideration liability
Analysis of cash flows on acquisition
Net cash acquired with the subsidiary
Cash paid
Net cash outflow

– 6,004,771
3,655,945
57,698,885
45,390,606
12,308,279

6,112,535
– 45,390,606
– 39,278,071

The total consideration for the 90% equity interest in EPH RE is US$ 57.70
million. US$ 45.39 million was paid in September 2014 and the rest US$
12.31 million is payable in the 3rd quarter of 2015.

At the date of the acquisition, the fair value of the trade receivables, which
are included in other assets, did not differ from their gross contractual
amount and was US$ 59 thousand.
The consolidated financial statements include the results of EPH RE for
more than a four months period from the acquisition date. From the date of
acquisition, EPH RE has contributed US$ 4.84 million of gross rental income
and US$ 53.30 million to the net profit of the Group. If the acquisition had
taken place at the beginning of the year, the Group’s gross rental income
would have been US$ 29.56 million and the net profit for the period would
have been US$ 34.49 million.
As of the acquisition date a deferred tax liability was recognised in EPH RE
due to the excess of the fair value of Geneva House over its tax value. Goodwill arises on acquiring an asset via a share deal, where the Group inherits
the fiscal basis of the assets. As IFRS require recognition of deferred taxes
on a nominal basis, while share transactions are based on market value of
these taxes, a difference appeared is reflected in the goodwill. Therefore,
in this case the impairment test consists in a comparison between the accounting value of the Goodwill and the potential tax optimization existing at
the date of reporting.
An impairment test was carried out on the goodwill which represents the
potential tax optimisation existing on the asset. No further impairment was
recognized as at 31 December 2014.
Transaction costs in the amount of US$ 56 thousand have been expensed
and are included in the administrative expenses in the statement of profit
and loss and are part of operating cash flows in the statement of cash flows.
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The fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of Connecta KG as at
the date of acquisition were:
in US$
Assets
Investment property
Cash & cash equivalents
Other assets
Total assets

25.08.2014

150,072,948
8,971,772
1,646,672
160,691,392

Liabilities
Borrowings
Deferred tax liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Total identifiable net assets at fair value

37,411,657
24,728,449
2,019,773
3,538,997
67,698,877
92,992,515

Less investment in associate at fair value (10%)
Goodwill arising on acquisition
Purchase consideration
thereof paid in cash
thereof purchase price consideration liability

– 9,299,252
8,837,903
92,531,167
73,545,878
18,985,289

Analysis of cash flows on acquisition
Net cash acquired with the subsidiary
Cash paid
Net cash outflow

8,971,772
– 73,545,878
– 64,574,106

The consolidated financial statements include the results of Connecta KG for
more than a four months period from the acquisition date. From the date of
acquisition, Connecta KG has contributed US$ 4.60 million of gross rental
income and US$ 57.92 million to the net profit of the Group. If the acquisition had taken place at the beginning of the year, the Group’s gross rental
income would have been US$ 28.12 million and the net profit for the period
would have been US$ 38.18 million.
As of the acquisition date a deferred tax liability was recognized in Connecta KG due to the excess of the fair value of Berlin House over its tax
value. Goodwill arises on acquiring an asset via a share deal, where the
Group inherits the fiscal basis of the assets. As IFRS require recognition of
deferred taxes on a nominal basis, while share transactions are based on
market value of these taxes, a difference appeared is reflected in the goodwill. Therefore, in this case the impairment test consists in a comparison
between the accounting value of the Goodwill and the potential tax optimization existing at the date of reporting.

The total consideration for the 90% equity interest in Connecta KG is US$
92.53 million. US$ 73.55 million was paid in September 2014 and the rest
US$ 18.99 million is payable in the 3rd quarter of 2015.

An impairment test was carried out on the goodwill which represents the
potential tax optimisation existing on the asset. No further impairment was
recognized as at 31 December 2014.

At the date of the acquisition, the fair value of the trade receivables, which
are included in other assets, did not differ from their gross contractual
amount and was US$ 184 thousand.

Transaction costs in the amount of US$ 86 thousand have been expensed
and are included in the administrative expenses in the statement of profit
and loss and are part of operating cash flows in the statement of cash flows.
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POLAR LIGHTS
On 30 September 2014, the Group acquired 100% of PNL Media Ltd (PNL
Media), the company which ultimately owns the Class B+ office building
Polar Lights located in the Northern part of the center of Moscow. Following the strategy of acquiring income producing properties in Moscow and
with investment parameters such as excellent location, high quality of the
building, low or no vacancy rate and diversified tenant mix, the acquisition
of Polar Lights further strengthens the Group's portfolio.
The fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of PNL Media as at
the date of acquisition were:
in US$
Assets
Investment property
Cash & cash equivalents
Other assets (including deferred tax assets
US$ 106,510)
Total assets

30.09.2014

164,401,105
750,205
2,240,771
167,392,082

Liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Total identifiable net assets at fair value

28,401,108
1,214,273
3,522,178
33,137,559
134,254,523

Total acquired identifiable net assets at fair value
Goodwill arising on acquisition
Purchase consideration
thereof paid in cash
thereof purchase price consideration liability

134,254,523
12,372,982
146,627,505
105,731,825
40,895,680

Analysis of cash flows on acquisition
Net cash acquired with the subsidiary
Cash paid
Net cash outflow

750,205
– 105,731,825
– 104,981,620

The total consideration for the 100% equity interest in PNL Media is
US$ 146.63 million. US$ 105.73 million was paid in September 2014 and
the rest US$ 40.90 million is payable in the 3rd quarter of 2016.
At the date of the acquisition, the fair value of the trade receivables, which
are included in other assets, did not differ from their gross contractual
amount and was US$ 129 thousand.
The consolidated financial statements include the results of PNL Media for a
three month period from the acquisition date. From the date of acquisition,
PNL Media has contributed US$ 3.75 million of gross rental income and
US$ 41.79 million to the net profit of the Group. If the acquisition had taken
place at the beginning of the year, the Group’s gross rental income would
have been US$ 32.54 million and the net profit for the period would have
been US$ 52.53 million.
As of the acquisition date a deferred tax liability was recognized in PNL
Media due to the excess of the fair value of Polar Lights over its tax value.
Goodwill arises on acquiring an asset via a share deal, where the Group inherits the fiscal basis of the assets. As IFRS require recognition of deferred
taxes on a nominal basis, while share transactions are based on market
value of these taxes, a difference appeared is reflected in the goodwill.
Therefore, in this case the impairment test consists in a comparison between the accounting value of the Goodwill and the potential tax optimization existing at the date of reporting.
An impairment test was carried out on the goodwill which represents the
potential tax optimisation existing on the asset. No further impairment was
recognized as at 31 December 2014.
Transaction costs in the amount of US$ 50 thousand have been expensed
and are included in the administrative expenses in the statement of profit
and loss and are part of operating cash flows in the statement of cash flows.
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HERMITAGE PLAZA
On 30 December 2014, the Group acquired 100% of Capital Estate Group
Ltd (CEG), the company which ultimately owns the Class A office complex
Hermitage Plaza located in Tverskaya central district of Moscow. Following
the strategy of acquiring income producing properties in Moscow and with
investment parameters such as excellent location, high quality of the building, low or no vacancy rate and diversified tenant mix, the acquisition of
Hermitage Plaza further strengthens the Group's portfolio.
The fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of CEG as at the date
of acquisition were:
in US$
Assets
Investment property
Cash & cash equivalents
Other assets (including deferred tax assets
US$ 135,720)
Total assets

30.12.2014

277,152,633
11,014,002
2,574,997
290,741,632

At the date of the acquisition, the fair value of the trade receivables, which
are included in other assets, did not differ from their gross contractual
amount and was US$ 221 thousand.
As the acquisition happened at the very end of the year and due to convenience purposes the results of CEG were included after the end of the year,
thus the consolidated financial statements do not include the results of CEG.
If the acquisition had taken place at the beginning of the year, the Group’s
gross rental income would have been US$ 47.10 million and the net loss for
the period would have been US$ 50.79 million.
As of the acquisition date a deferred tax liability was recognized in CEG due
to the excess of the fair value of Hermitage Plaza over its tax value. Goodwill
arises on acquiring an asset via a share deal, where the Group inherits the
fiscal basis of the assets. As IFRS require recognition of deferred taxes on a
nominal basis, while share transactions are based on market value of these
taxes, a difference appeared is reflected in the goodwill. Therefore, in this
case the impairment test consists in a comparison between the accounting
value of the Goodwill and the potential tax optimization existing at the date
of reporting.
An impairment test was carried out on the goodwill which represents the
potential tax optimisation existing on the asset. No further impairment was
recognized as at 31 December 2014.

Liabilities
Borrowings
Deferred tax liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Total identifiable net assets at fair value

52,039,448
50,761,989
9,576,672
7,770,688
120,148,797
170,592,835

Total acquired identifiable net assets at fair value
Goodwill arising on acquisition
Purchase consideration
thereof paid in cash
thereof purchase price consideration liability
thereof contingent consideration

170,592,835
20,754,539
191,347,374
65,000,000
100,869,411
25,477,963

Analysis of cash flows on acquisition
Net cash acquired with the subsidiary
Cash paid
Net cash outflow

11,014,002
– 65,000,000
– 53,985,998

Contingent consideration
As part of the sale and purchase agreement, an amount of contingent consideration has been agreed. There will be one contingent cash payment due
to the previous owner of CEG, as follows:
– US$ 30 million, if annual net rental income of Hermitage Plaza
determined one day before payment of the contingent consideration
(Adjusted ANRI) is not less than US$ 24.33; otherwise
– US$ 30 million reduced by the amount of difference between
US$ 24.33 and Adjusted ANRI divided by 10.5% (this amount of
potential reduction cannot be more than US$ 30 million) – if Adjusted
ANRI is less than US$ 24.33.

The total consideration for the 100% equity interest in CEG is US$ 191.35
million. US$ 65.00 million was paid in December 2014, US$ 100.87
million is payable at the end of 2015 and US$ 25.48 million is the contingent consideration which is payable in December 2016 but depends on the
performance of the acquired property.

As at the acquisition date, the fair value of the contingent consideration was
estimated at US$ 25.48 million. There were no measurement period adjustments and the contingent consideration remains unpaid as at 31 December
2014 and the fair value continues to be US$ 25.48 million. This is a Level 3
measurement in the fair value measurement hierarchy as at 31 December
2014.

Transaction costs in the amount of US$ 50 thousand have been expensed
and are included in the administrative expenses in the statement of profit
and loss and are part of operating cash flows in the statement of cash flows.
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8. SALE OF SUBSIDIARIES
On 30 September 2014, the Group sold 100% of Stainfield Ltd (Stainfield)
and 99.9% of Romsay Properties Ltd (Romsay), the company which ultimately owns Petrovsky Fort building, to its related party company ENR
Private Equity Ltd. on an arm’s length basis. The sale was made as a result
of marketing efforts and based on the best available offer from the price and
structure perspective.
Romsay’s 99.9% Net Asset Value (NAV) as at the date of disposal was:

The fair value as at 31 December 2014 was determined using a discounted
cash-flow analysis using the significant unobservable valuation inputs, as
provided below:
Assumed probability-adjusted ANRI 2016: more than US$ 24.33 million
Discount rate: 8.5%
Even a significant increase in ANRI in 2016 would not have an impact on
the fair value of the contingent consideration liability, while decrease in ANRI
in 2016 would result in a lower fair value of the contingent consideration
liability. A significant increase (decrease) in the discount rate would result in
a lower (higher) fair value of the liability.
As at 31 December 2014, the key performance indicator of Hermitage Plaza
shows that it is highly probable that the target will be achieved due to the
existence of long-term USD-denominated lease agreement with an anchor
tenant.
A reconciliation of fair value measurement of the contingent liability is provided below:
in US$

31.12.2014

Contingent Consideration
Beginning of the period
Liability arising on business combination (note 7)
End of period

–
25,477,963
25,477,963

in US$

30.09.2014

Assets
Investment property
Deferred tax assets
Other assets
Cash & cash equivalents
Total assets

53,296,639
2,163,197
566,789
1,098,739
57,125,364

Liabilities
Borrowings
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Total identifiable NAV

44,897,683
1,808,609
2,975,447
49,681,739
7,443,625

Financial result on disposal of Romsay
Total consideration
Less total NAV
Minus CTA recycling
Net loss on disposal of Romsay

7,418,259
– 7,443,625
– 16,953,927
– 16,979,293

This loss has been recognised in profit and loss as
follows:
Net foreign exchange gain / (loss)
Other expenses

– 16,953,927
– 25,366

Analysis of cash flows on disposal:
Total consideration received
Minus Cash & cash equivalents
Net Cash flow from sale

7,153,005
– 1,098,739
6,054,266

The total consideration for the 99.9% interest in Romsay is US$ 7.42 million. US$ 7.15 million was received in 2014 and the rest US$ 0.27 million is
receivable in the 2nd quarter 2015.
The total consideration of US$ 7.15 million for the 99.9% interest in Romsay
have been fully received in 2014.
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The Cumulative Translation Adjustment (CTA) line of the Group’s Consolidated Statement of Financial Position reflects accumulated gains and losses
from currency translation which have accumulated over a period of years.
With the sale of 99.9% of Romsay, the amount of CTA which was attributable to the former subsidiary are removed from CTA and reflected in gains
or losses for the period. The amount of CTA attributable to Romsay was
US$ 16.95 which has been reclassified from cumulative translation adjustment to Net foreign exchange gain / (loss) (Note 22).
Also in 2014, as part of the sale transaction, the Group received US$ 12.23
million as repayment of 100% of its outstanding loans to Romsay.
9. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
The sales price was received in cash. Transaction was subject to representations and warranties of a customary nature for such a transaction.
Stainfield’s 100% Net Asset Value (NAV) as at the date of disposal was:
in US$

30.09.2014

Assets
Loans receivable
Cash & cash equivalents
Total assets

32,666,667
480,539
33,147,206

Liabilities
Borrowings from banks
Total liabilities
Total identifiable NAV

31,244,067
31,244,067
1,903,139

Financial result on disposal of Stainfield
Total consideration
Less total NAV
Net result on disposal of Stainfield

1,903,139
– 1,903,139
0

Analysis of cash flows on disposal:
Total consideration received
Minus Cash & cash equivalents
Net Cash flow from sale

1,903,139
– 480,539
1,422,600

The total consideration of US$ 1.90 million for the 100% interest in Stainfield have been fully received in 2014.

in US$
Investment Properties
Beginning of the period
Acquisitions arising from business
combinations
Additions from subsequent
expenditure
Disposals
Revaluations
Forex effect from land lease
obligations and derivatives
Interest capitalization
Total Investment Properties
Less: classified as held for sale
End of period

in US$
Market value as estimated by the
external valuer
Add: finance lease obligation
recognised separately
Add: embedded derivatives recognised
separately
Fair value for financial reporting
purposes

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

100,140,472

126,257,951

757,311,098

–

5,664,839
– 57,766,569
– 49,914,029

3,186,991
–
– 29,296,984

– 1,765,607
336,842
754,007,046
– 4,300,000
749,707,046

– 35,280
27,793
100,140,472
–
100,140,472

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

748,568,200

97,237,800

3,342,401

2,902,672

2,096,445

–

754,007,046

100,140,472
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Investment Properties comprise the following:
RENTAL PROPERTIES
in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013
A. Berlin House

Investment Properties
A. Berlin House
B. Geneva House
C. Polar Lights
D. Hermitage
E. Magistral'naya
F. Petrovsky Fort
G. Arbat Multi-use Complexes
H. "Scandinavia" Land plots
in St. Petersburg
Total Investment Properties
Less: classified as held for sale
End of period

144,021,921
153,933,742
152,266,445
277,152,633
5,528,105
–
16,804,200

–
–
–
–
8,298,443
62,743,229
17,998,800

4,300,000
754,007,046
– 4,300,000
749,707,046

11,100,000
100,140,472
–
100,140,472

The impact of Investment Property revaluations on the financial results of
the Group is presented below on an asset by asset basis:
in US$
Net gain / (loss) from fair value
adjustment on investment properties
A. Berlin House
B. Geneva House
C. Polar Lights
D. Hermitage
E. Magistral'naya
F. Petrovsky Fort
G. Arbat Multi-use Complexes
H. "Scandinavia" Land plots
in St. Petersburg
Total

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

– 6,000,000
– 11,140,000
– 11,552,678
–
– 2,705,000
– 8,990,000
– 7,196,281

–
–
–
–
– 51,000
– 1,810,000
564,016

– 2,330,070
– 49,914,029

– 28,000,000
– 29,296,984

in US$
Berlin House
Beginning of the period
Acquisition of Berlin House
Revaluation
Forex effect from land lease
obligations
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

–
150,072,948
– 6,000,000

–
–
–

– 51,027
144,021,921

–
–

In August 2014 the Group acquired 90% of interest in Connecta KG, which
owns Berlin House, becoming a 100% owner of the property (Note 7). Berlin
House is a 13,000 square meter commercial property located at 5, Petrovka
Street in Moscow. The building’s 7,400 square meters of net rentable space
is divided between 5,600 square meters of office space and 1,800 square
meters of retail space. The building has 62 undeground parking spaces.
As of 31 December 2014, the vacancy rate as a percentage of the total
rentable area of the building was 0% (25 August 2014: 0%).
The fair value of Berlin House was determined to be US$ 143.66 million
as of 31 December 2014, based on an independent valuation prepared by
Jones Lang LaSalle. The carrying value of Berlin House represents its fair
value plus the adjustment for outstanding land lease obligations with respect to the long-term leasehold land under the property (US$ 0.36 million).
The valuer has adopted the income approach in which they have capitalised
the current income stream, as well as any reversionary income in the future
that will be received upon the leasing of any vacant space or expiry and
renewal of leases. These valuation models are consistent with the principles
in IFRS 13.
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B. Geneva House
in US$
Geneva House
Beginning of the period
Acquisition of Geneva House
Revaluation
Forex effect from land lease
obligations
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

–
165,684,411
– 11,140,000

–
–
–

– 610,670
153,933,742

–
–

In August 2014 the Group acquired 90% of interest in EPH Real Estate
Ltd, which ultimately owns Geneva House, becoming a 100% owner of the
property (Note 7). Geneva House is a 16,500 square meter commercial
property at 7, Petrovka Street in Moscow. The building has about 9,900
square meters of net rentable space, divided between 7,200 square meters
of office space and 2,700 square meters of retail space. The building also
has 127 undeground parking spaces.
As of 31 December 2014, the vacancy rate as a percentage of the total
rentable area of the building was 0% (25 August 2014: 0%).
The fair value of Geneva House was determined to be US$ 153.02 million
as of 31 December 2014 based on an independent valuation prepared by
Jones Lang LaSalle. The carrying value of Geneva House represents its fair
value plus the adjustment for outstanding land lease obligations with respect to the long-term leasehold land under the property (US$ 0.91 million).
The valuer has adopted the income approach in which they have capitalised
the current income stream, as well as any reversionary income in the future
that will be received upon the leasing of any vacant space or expiry and
renewal of leases. These valuation models are consistent with the principles
in IFRS 13 (Note 10).
As of 31 December 2014, EPH One LLC had registered mortgage agreement with respect to the building which secured the performance of a loan
facility from Reneas Finance Ltd.

C. Polar Lights
in US$
Polar Lights
Beginning of the period
Acquisition of Polar Lights
Revaluation
Forex effect from derivatives
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

–
164,401,105
– 11,552,678
– 581,982
152,266,445

–
–
–
–

In September 2014 the Group acquired 100% of PNL Media Ltd (Note 7),
which ultimately owns 37,800 square meter of the B+ class business center
Polar Lights located at 26, Pravdy Street in Moscow. The building’s 28,100
square meters of net rentable space is divided between 26,500 square meters of office space and 1,600 square meters of retail space. The building
has an underground parking facility with 161 parking spaces and an above
ground car park.
As of 31 December 2014, the vacancy rate as a percentage of total rentable
area of the building was 3% (30 September 2014: 2%).
The fair value of Polar Lights was determined to be US$ 150.17 million
as of 31 December 2014 based on an independent valuation prepared by
Jones Lang LaSalle. The carrying value of Polar Lights represents its fair
value plus the adjustment for embedded derivatives (US$ 2.10 million). The
valuer has adopted the income approach in which they have capitalised the
current income stream, as well as any reversionary income in the future that
will be received upon the leasing of any vacant space or expiry and renewal
of leases. These valuation models are consistent with the principles in IFRS
13 (Note 10).
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D. Hermitage Plaza
in US$
Hermitage Plaza
Beginning of the period
Acquisition of Hermitage Plaza
Revaluation
Forex effect from land lease
obligations
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

–
277,152,633
–

–
–
–

–
277,152,633

–
–

At the end of 2014 the Group acquired 100% of Capital Estate Group Ltd
(Note 7), which ultimately owns Hermitage Plaza business center. Hermitage is an A class business center including three buildings with a total area
of 40,200 square meter located at Krasnoproletarskaya Street in Moscow.
Of the net rentable space, 32,400 square meters are designated for office
use and about 400 square meters for retail space. The buildings have an
underground parking facility with 283 parking spaces and an above-ground
car park.
As of 31 December 2014, the vacancy rate as a percentage of the total
rentable area of the building was 0%.
The fair value of Hermitage Plaza was determined to be US$ 275.17 million
as of 31 December 2014 based on an independent valuation prepared by
KPMG. The carrying value of Hermitage Plaza represents its fair value plus
the adjustment for outstanding land lease obligations with respect to the
long-term leasehold land under the property (US$ 1.98 million). The valuer
has adopted the income approach in which they have capitalised the current income stream, as well as any reversionary income in the future that
will be received upon the leasing of any vacant space or expiry and renewal
of leases. These valuation models are consistent with the principles in IFRS
13 (Note 10).
As of 31 December 2014, Tizpribor LLC had registered mortgage agreement with respect to the building which secured the performance of a loan
facility from Narya Enterprises Ltd.

E. Magistral’naya
in US$
Magistralnaya
Beginning of the period
Revaluation
Forex effect from land lease
obligations
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

8,298,443
– 2,705,000

8,322,542
– 51,000

– 65,338
5,528,105

26,900
8,298,443

Magistral’naya is an operational Class B office complex of three buildings
with a total combined area of 3,552 square meters and leasehold rights in
two conjoined land plots, located in Moscow at the intersection of Zvenigorodskoye Highway and the 3rd Transport Ring Road.
As of 31 December 2014, the entire office complex, with the exception of
135 sq m, used by the Group, is let to one tenant for a 10 year lease agreement signed in March 2012.
The fair value of Magistral’naya was determined to be US$ 5.44 million as
of 31 December 2014 (31 December 2013: US$ 8.15 million) based on an
independent valuation prepared by Jones Lang LaSalle. The carrying value
of Magistral’naya represents its fair value plus the adjustment for outstanding land lease obligations with respect to the long-term leasehold land under
the property (US$ 0.08 million). The valuer has adopted the income approach in which they have capitalised the current income stream, as well as
any reversionary income in the future that will be received upon the leasing
of any vacant space or expiry and renewal of leases. These valuation models
are consistent with the principles in IFRS 13 (Note 10).
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F. Petrovsky Fort
in US$
Petrovsky Fort
Beginning of the period
Revaluation
Forex effect from land lease
obligations
Sale of Petrovsky Fort
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

62,743,229
– 8,990,000

64,615,409
– 1,810,000

– 456,590
– 53,296,639
–

– 62,180
–
62,743,229

In 2014, the Group sold 100% of Romsay Properties Ltd (Romsay), the
company which ultimately owns Petrosvky Fort, for a price of US$ 51.0 (in
line with Jones Lang LaSalle assessment) million which was adjusted for
Romsay’s other assets and liabilities (Note 8).
PROPERTIES UNDER DEVELOPMENT
G. Arbat Multi-use Complexes (retail and office premises)
in US$
Arbat Multi-use complexes
Beginning of the period
Additions from construction
expenditure
Revaluation
Interest capitalization
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

17,998,800

14,220,000

5,664,839
– 7,196,281
336,842
16,804,200

3,186,991
564,016
27,793
17,998,800

The Company owns 60% of the joint operation company, Vakhtangov Place
Limited (VPL), which has the rights to two construction and development
projects at Arbat Street 24 – 26 and Arbat Street 39 – 41 in Moscow. The
projects represent the construction of two multi-use buildings of approximately 27,000 and 11,500 square meters. The Group recognizes 60% of
VPL’s assets, liabilities, incomes and expenses
The two Arbat Multi-use Complexes each contain retail / office premises and
residential apartments with underground parking. Though within the same
buildings, areas which will be retail / office premises are treated differently
for reporting purposes than areas which will be apartments. Retail / office
premises are recognised as Investment Property and carried at appraised
value. Apartments, which are intended for sale, are recognised as Assets
under Development and carried at cost but tested against an appraisal for
impairment at each balance sheet date (Note 11).

The fair value of the retail premises was determined to be US$ 16.80 million
as of 31 December 2014 (31 December 2013: US$ 18.00 million) based
on an independent valuation prepared by Jones Lang LaSalle, which was
allocated between retail and residential apartments proportionately, based
on estimated future revenues. The method of valuation, which was applied
by the appraiser, calculates the site value as an amount the rational, third
party or hypothetical developer could afford to bid or pay for the site given
the highest and best use of the asset. These valuation models are consistent
with the principles in IFRS 13 (Note 10).
PROPERTIES CLASSIFIED AS HELD FOR SALE
H. “Scandinavia” Land plots in St. Petersburg
in US$
"Scandinavia" Land
Beginning of the period
Additions from subsequent
expenditure
Revaluation
Disposal
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

11,100,000

39,100,000

–
– 2,330,070
– 4,469,930
4,300,000

–
– 28,000,000
–
11,100,000

As of 31 December 2013 the Company owned land plots located at Leninskoye Settlement, “Pervomaiskoye Selskoye Poseleniye”, Vyborgsky District, in the Leningrad Region near St. Petersburg, Russia, with a total area
of 103 hectares. As the Company considered these land plots as non-core
asset, on 23 May 2014, the Company’s Board of Directors approved the
decision to sell the Scandinavia land plots. The land plots were divided into
six parts, two of which, with a total area of 48 hectares, were sold during
2014. After this sale, the Company still owns 55 hectares which are classified as held for sale.
The fair value of these 55 hectares land plots was determined to be
US$ 4.3 million as of 31 December 2014 based on an independent valuation prepared by Jones Lang LaSalle. In calculating the market value the
appraiser used the discounted cash flow method and the appropriate allowance for “entrepreneur’s profit (investor’s reward for assuming the risks
that accompany the project). Therefore the Group keeps these land plots at
the fair value less costs to sell which is considered by the appraisers in the
valuation. These valuation models are consistent with the principles in IFRS
13 (Note 10).
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10. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT – INVESTMENT PROPERTY AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY UNDER DEVELOPMENT
The fair value of each Investment Property is determined by independent real estate valuation experts using recognised valuation techniques
in compliance with the requirements of RICS valuation standards. These
techniques comprise both the Yield Method and the Discounted Cash Flow
Method within the income approach.
The determination of the fair value of Investment Property requires the use
of estimates such as future cash flows from assets (including lettings, tenants’ profiles, future revenue streams, capital values of fixtures and fittings,
plant and machinery, any environmental matters and the overall repair and
condition of the property) and discount rates applicable to those assets.
In addition, development risks (such as construction and letting risks) are
taken into consideration when determining the fair value of investment properties under construction. Future revenue streams, inter alia, comprises
contracted rent (passing rent) and estimated rental income (ERV) after the
contract period. In estimating ERV, the potential impact of future lease incentives to be granted to secure new contracts is taken into consideration.
All these estimates are based on local market conditions existing at the
reporting date.
For all investment properties that are measured at fair value, the current
use of the property is considered the highest and best use. During 2014 the
Group did not change the valuation techniques for all investment property.

Techniques used for valuing investment property
The Yield Method converts anticipated future cash flow benefits in the form
of rental income into present value. This approach requires careful estimation of future benefits and the application of investor yield or return requirements. One approach to value the property on this basis is to capitalise
net rental income on the basis of an Equivalent Yield, which represents
the “overall” rate of return on a reversionary investment and is therefore
the “weighted average” yield, reflecting the rent change and term length,
adjusted for any factors not included in net rental income, such as vacancy,
lease incentives, refurbishment, etc.
The Discounted Cash Flow Method involves the projection of a series of
periodic cash flows either to an operating property or a development property. To these projected cash flow series, an appropriate, market-derived
discount rate is applied to achieve an indication of the present value of
the income stream associated with the property. The calculated periodic
cash flow is typically estimated as gross rental income less vacancy and
collection losses and less operating expenses / outgoings and investment
costs. A series of periodic net operating incomes, along with an estimate
of the reversion / terminal / exit value (which uses the traditional valuation
approach) anticipated at the end of the projection period, are discounted to
present value. The aggregate of the net present values equals the market
value of the property.
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Investment properties fair-value hierarchy
The Group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the
fair value of investment properties by valuation technique:
Level 1: quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets
Level 2: other techniques for which all inputs that have a significant effect
on the recorded fair value are observable, either directly or indirectly
Level 3: techniques that use inputs that have a significant effect on the
recorded fair value that are not based on observable market data
As at 31 December 2014, the Group held the investment properties carried
at fair value in the statement of financial position:
In US$
Investment properties measured at fair value
A. Berlin House
B. Geneva House
C. Polar Lights
D. Hermitage
E. Magistral'naya
F. Petrovsky Fort
G. Arbat Multi-use Complexes
H. "Scandinavia" Land plots in St. Petersburg
Total

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

31.12.2014

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

144,021,921
153,933,742
152,266,445
277,152,633
5,528,105
–
16,804,200
4,300,000
754,007,046

144,021,921
153,933,742
152,266,445
277,152,633
5,528,105
–
16,804,200
4,300,000
754,007,046

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

31.12.2013

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

8,298,443
62,743,229
17,998,800
11,100,000
100,140,472

8,298,443
62,743,229
17,998,800
11,100,000
100,140,472

During the period ending 31 December 2014, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements.
As at 31 December 2013, the Group held the investment properties carried
at fair value in the statement of financial position:
In US$
Investment properties measured at fair value
E. Magistral'naya
F. Petrovsky Fort
G. Arbat Multi-use Complexes
H. "Scandinavia" Land plots in St. Petersburg
Total
During the period ending 31 December 2013, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements.
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Valuation techniques used to derive Level 3 fair values
The table below presents the following for each investment property:
– The fair value measurement at the end of the reporting period
– A description of the valuation techniques applied
– Quantitive information about significant unobservable inputs used
in the fair value measurement
Property

Fair value as of 31.12.14

Valuation technique

Berlin House

$143,660,000

Income capitalisation

Geneva House

$153,020,000

Income capitalisation

Polar Lights

$150,170,000

Income capitalisation

Hermitage Plaza

$275,170,000

DCF, Income capitalisation

$5,444,000

Income capitalisation

$16,804,200

DCF, Income capitalisation

$4,300,000

DCF

Magistral'naya

Arbats IP
Scandinavia

Sensitivity analysis to significant changes in unobservable inputs within
Level 3 of the hierarchy
The significant unobservable inputs used in the fair value measurement categorized within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy of the entity’s portfolios of
investment property are:
– ERV
– Equivalent yield
– 	Discount rate
– 	 Capitalisation rate
Significant increases (decreases) in the ERV in isolation would result in a
significantly higher (lower) fair value measurement. Significant increases
(decreases) in the discount rate / equivalent yield / capitalisation rate in isolation would result in a significantly lower (higher) fair value measurement.

Key unobservable inputs
ERV
Equivalent yield
ERV
Equivalent yield
ERV
Equivalent yield
ERV
Discount rate
Capitalisation rate
ERV
Equivalent yield
ERV
Discount rate
Capitalisation rate
Price per sq.m
Discount rate

Range
US$ 1,100 – US$ 4,200
10%
US$ 1,100 – US$ 4,200
9.75%
US$ 525
10.50%
US$ 740 – US$ 790
12.40%
9.0%
US$ 260
12.25%
US$ 600 – US$ 1,700
13% – 14%
10% – 10.5%
US$ 42.5
27%

The table below presents the sensitivity of the valuation to changes in the
most significant unobservable inputs used in the fair value measurement
categorized within Level 3:

in US$
Decrease in ERV
Increase in equivalent yield
Increase in discount rate
Increase in capitalisation rate
Decrease in selling price per sq.m

Sensitivity
used

Effect on fair value
Completed Investment
investment property under
property construction

5% – 24,433,000 – 1,500,000
0.25 bps – 11,634,000
–
0.25 bps – 2,048,000
– 741,000
0.25 bps – 5,194,000
– 600,000
5%
–
– 300,000
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11. ASSETS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
in US$
Assets under development
Beginning of the period
Additions from construction
expenditure
Disposal
Reverse of impairment /
(impairment)
Interest capitalization
Forex effect
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

101,833,883

95,179,891

14,231,798
–

16,382,233
– 2,887,179

–
1,551,359
– 50,720,897
66,896,144

499,635
117,234
– 7,457,931
101,833,883

ARBAT MULTI-USE COMPLEXES UNDER DEVELOPMENT
(APARTMENT PREMISES)
The Group’s 60% joint operation company, Vakhtangov Place Limited
(VPL), is developing two multi-use complexes on Moscow’s Arbat Street.
The complexes will be composed of both retail / office space and residential
apartments. As residential space in Moscow is generally sold, rather than
held for rental income, the areas in the projects which are being developed
as apartments are recognised as Assets under Development. Space in the
same projects which will be developed as retail space, and presumably held
for rental income, is recognised as Investment Property (Note 9).

Goodwill is tested for impairment at least annually and when circumstances
indicate that the carrying value may be impaired.
The goodwill tested for impairment relates to the deferred tax liabilities acquired with EPH RE, Connecta KG, PNL Media and CEG and represents
the advantage of acquired entities’ corporate structure optimizing the future
income tax expense which can arise from potential property sales.
Goodwill arises on acquiring an asset via a share deal, where the Group inherits the fiscal basis of the assets. As IFRS require recognition of deferred
taxes on a nominal basis, while share transactions are based on market
value of these taxes, a difference appeared is reflected in the goodwill.
Therefore, in this case the impairment test consists in a comparison between the accounting value of the Goodwill and the potential tax optimization existing at the date of reporting.
An impairment test was carried out on the goodwills which represent the
potential tax optimisation existing on the assets. As of 31 December 2014
there are no circumstances indicating that the carrying value of goodwill
may be impaired.
13. INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATES
Investments in Associates comprise the following:
in US$

Assets under Development are kept at cost and tested against appraised
values for impairment at each balance sheet date. The carrying value is,
thus, the lower of cost and net realizable value. The cost of the space allocated for apartments in the Arbat Multi-use Complexes was determined to
be US$ 66.90 million as of 31 December 2014 (31 December 2013: US$
101.83 million). The significant decrease in costs of assets under development is caused by the fact that the costs are denominated in Roubles and
Rouble significantly weakened against USD during 2014.

EPH Real Estate
(closing balance for 10% stake)
Connecta KG
(closing balance for 10% stake)
Vestive
(closing balance for 50% stake)
Hypercenter Investment SA
(closing balance for 25.9% stake)

12. GOODWILL
in US$
Goodwill
Beginning of the period
Arising on a business combinations
(note 7)
End of period

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

–

7,710,320

–

10,923,339

–

–

–
–

–
18,633,659

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

–

–

in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

45,621,368
45,621,368

–
–

EPH Real Estate
Connecta KG
Vestive
Hypercenter Investment SA

– 1,056,594
– 687,260
–
–
– 1,743,854

1,154,047
2,081,131
–
–
3,235,178

Goodwill was recognised on the acquisition of EPH RE, Connecta KG, PNL
Media and CEG (see note 7).

The contribution of Share of Associates’ Gain / (Loss) in the financial results
of the Group is presented below:
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in US$

EPH REAL ESTATE AND CONNECTA KG
On 25 August 2014, the Group acquired 90% of EPH RE and 90% of Connecta KG, and became a 100% owner of the entities (Note 7). Thus both
these entities are not treated as investments in associate anymore and are
fully consolidated into the Group.
VESTIVE
The Company owns 100% of the limited partnership interests in Eastern
Property Partners II (EPP II) which is the 50% owner of Vestive Limited, a
joint venture company registered in Cyprus. Vestive owns 100% of Inkonika
LLC, a Russian company which has developed Turgenevskaya underground
parking garage and registered the ownership to this property in 2013.
Although the Group owns 50% of Vestive Limited, the remaining 50% are
owned by two other investors. Based on the terms of the shareholders'
agreement in place between the three owners of Vestive, at least one of the
two 25% shareholders must vote with the Group to pass any measure. As
such, the Group has not the control over company and, therefore, Vestive
Limited is treated as an associate.
The fair value of Turgenevskaya parking was based on their market value as
determined by the Moscow office of international property consultant Jones
Lang LaSalle as independent appraiser.
The valuer has adopted the income approach where they have capitalised
the current income streams, as well as any wreversionary income in the
future calculated based on the valuers assumptions which include the allocation of spaces in a facility between hourly rent, long term lease and sale,
and the amount of demand which exists or will exist in the specific location.
As of 31 December 2014 the value of Turgenevskaya parking project is
US$ 11.60 million (31 December 2013: US$ 15.70 million), and the total
amount of Vestive’s assets is US$ 9.95 million (31 December 2013: US$
17.37 million). However, liabilities, the largest of which are loans from Vestive’s shareholders, are in excess of this amount and the net asset value of
the company is negative. Therefore the Company still carries the value of
Vestive as an Investment in Associates at zero value.
The following table illustrates the summarised financial information of the
Group’s investment in Vestive Limited:

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

9,254,703

17,072,833

700,209
9,954,912

293,448
17,366,281

–

–

– 34,068,599
– 34,068,599

– 32,369,735
– 32,369,735

Equity
Proportion of the Group's ownership
Group's share of equity

– 24,113,687
50%
– 12,056,843

– 15,003,453
50%
– 7,501,727

Unrecognized Group's share of equity
Carrying amount of the investment

– 12,056,843
–

– 7,501,727
–

Gross rental income
Interest expense
Income tax
Loss
Group's share of loss for the period
Unrecognized Group's share of losses
for the period

864,786
– 2,590,411
– 977,960
– 24,317,764
– 12,158,882

709,046
– 2,337,827
202,863
– 9,336,693
– 4,668,347

– 12,158,882

– 4,668,347

Vestive
Beginning of the period
Share of associates' losses
Exchange differences
Closing balance for 50% stake

in US$
Vestive (100% of company)
Non-current assets, including investment property of US$ 9.20 mln
(2013: US$ 15.70 mln)
Current assets, including cash & cash
equivalents of US$ 0.19 mln
(2013: US$ 0.03 mln)

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities, including short term
borrowing of US$ 33.47 mln
(2013: US$ 31.15 mln)

The Group did not recognize its interest in the joint venture’s loss because
Vestive’s net asset value is negative and the Group has no contingent liabilities for which it is contingently liable.
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14. LOANS AND RECEIVABLES
in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

Loans (long term)
Vakhtangov Place Limited
Bluestone Investments
Vestive
EPH Real Estate
Connecta KG
Total

64,681,792
553,070
8,981,801
–
–
74,216,663

58,124,204
490,049
11,816,303
6,633,042
3,653,353
80,716,951

–
–
1,207,334
1,207,334

220,101
58,673
–
278,774

Loans (short term)
EPH Real Estate
Connecta KG
Other
Total

VAKHTANGOV PLACE LIMITED (VPL) AND BLUESTONE INVESTMENTS
The Group has financed the construction of the Arbat Multi-use Complexes
by granting interest-bearing loans to the joint operations. The loans are generally granted for a one year period, and then, if appropriate, renewed.
HYPERCENTER INVESTMENT SA
Hypercenter Investment SA (Hypercenter) is an unlisted company incorporated in Luxembourg, in which the Company owns 25.9%. The joint venture
was created to build shopping centers in a number of Russian cities which
would be anchored by Mosmart stores.
Since 2007 the board of directors of Hypercenter has not approved audited
financials for the company. Therefore EPH, a significant shareholder, has
been unable to access any reliable financial or operational information on
the company for several accounting periods. Management assumes that
little, if any, value remains in Hypercenter and is evaluating options for determining the joint venture’s current financial situation and, if it is the case,
the circumstances under which all value was lost. Management believes it is
most prudent to assume that its equity stake in Hypercenter Investment SA
has zero value (31 December 2013: zero value) pending reliable information
demonstrating otherwise.
Neither of these associates or joint ventures have a quoted market price.
The Group has not incurred any contingent liabilities in relation to its interest
in the associates or joint ventures, nor do the associates or joint ventures
themselves have any contingent liabilities for which the Group is contingently liable.

The Group recognizes 60% of VPL’s and Bluestone’s assets, liabilities, incomes and expenses. As such, 60% of the Group’s loans to the joint operations are eliminated in consolidation, while the remaining 40% of the loans
are carried on the Group’s balance sheet as Loans and Receivables.
VESTIVE
The Group has granted a number of loans to the subsidiary of its 50%
owned joint venture Vestive to finance the construction of parking garages
in the center of Moscow, which are treated as Loans and Receivables. The
valuation of Turgenevskaya parking, Vestive’s main asset, decreased from
US$ 15.7 million as of 31 December 2013 to US$ 9.2 million as of 31
December 2014, due to more conservative assumptions applied by the appraisers than in previous valuations with respect to the selling price for parking lots and the occupancy rate growth. As a result, the Group has impaired
these loans to Vestive by US$ 4.27 million (2013: US$ 8.39 million) down
to the recoverable amount.
EPH REAL ESTATE AND CONNECTA KG
On 25 August 2014, the Group acquired 90% of EPH RE and 90% of Connecta KG, and became a 100% owner of the entities (Note 7). Thus both
these entities are fully consolidated into the Group.
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15. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
31.12.2014
Valartis Bank

in US$
Cash at bank and in hand
Fiduciary deposits
Cash and cash equivalents
Total

71,948
833,190
905,138

Others

18,184,361
7,370,525
25,554,886
26,460,024

31.12.2013
Valartis Bank
584,191
–
584,191

Others
2,590,137
3,474,039
6,064,176
6,648,367

16. BORROWINGS
in US$
Borrowings (long term)
Bonds issued
Reneas Finance Limited
Narya Enterprises Limited
Jilford Investments Limited
UniCredit bank loan
Total
Borrowings (short term)
Bonds interest accrued
Reneas Finance Limited
Narya Enterprises Limited
UniCredit bank loan
Valartis Bank (Liechtenstein) AG
Other
Total

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

268,832,935
64,937,349
51,197,840
16,488,386
–
401,456,510

–
–
–
9,650,597
30,850,000
40,500,597

4,711,667
1,774,421
841,608
–
–
87,296
7,414,992

–
–
–
2,180,984
8,525,341
3,691
10,710,016

BONDS ISSUED
In 2014 the Company performed two bond placements for the total amount
of US$ 270.00 million with a 5.5% annual interest rate maturing in 2023,
with an issue price of 100% of the principal amount. The proceeds from the
bond placements were used to finance the acquisitions in 2014.
Bonds are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate (EIR).
Amortised cost is calculated by taking into account transaction costs that
are an integral part of the EIR. The EIR amortisation is included as finance
costs in the statement of profit or loss (Note 23).
RENEAS LOANS
During the acquisition of EPH RE and Connecta KG the Company, together
with the properties, has acquired the loans payable to Reneas Finance Limited. These loans are nominated in RUR with 11% annual interest rate maturing in December 2025.

NARYA LOAN
During the acquisition of CEG the Company, together with the property, has
acquired the loan payable to Narya Enteprise Limited. This loan is nominated
in USD with 10% annual interest rate maturing in November 2016.
JILFORD LOAN
In 2013, Vakhtangov Place Limited (VPL), the Group’s 60% joint operation
company, drew a long term loan from Jilford Investments Limited for financing of Arbat construction. The loan agreement for the US$ 30.00 million
loan facility and fixed 10% annual interest rate matures in 31 December
2017. By the end of 2014 US$ 25.15 million was drawn. The interest for
this loan is capitalized in Arbat properties and the capitalization rate used
to determine the borrowing eligible for capitalization is 10% (see Note 11).
The Group recognizes 60% of VPL’s assets, liabilities, incomes and expenses. As such, 60% of this loan is carried on the Group’s balance sheet as
Loans from banks and others.
UNICREDIT BANK LOAN
In 2014, the Group, together with the sale of Petrovsky Fort, sold its 100%
subsidiary Stainfield Ltd, which held the loan from UniCredit Bank.
VALARTIS BANK LOAN
Valartis Bank loan was fully repaid in 2014.
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18. OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

17. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
in US$
Accounts Payable (long term)
Deferred part of the purchase
price of Polar Lights (Note 7)
Contingent consideration of the
purchase price of
Hermitage Plaza (Note 7)
Total
Accounts Payable (short term)
Deferred part of the purchase
price of Hermitage Plaza (Note 7)
Deferred part of the purchase
price of Berlin House and
Geneva House (Note 7)
Due to other 3rd parties
Due to Valartis (Note 27)
Total

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

41,802,992

–

25,477,963
67,280,955

–
–

100,869,411

–

31,293,568
22,982,627
949,944
156,095,550

2,866,251
3,197,180
1,028,043
7,091,474

Deferred part of the purchase price of Berlin House and Geneva House is
pledged by 4,500 shares (45% of shares) of EPH Real Estate Limited, deferred part of the purchase price of Poar Lights is pleged by 600 shares
(app. 30.0% of shares) of PNL Media Limited and deferred part of the
purchase price of Hermitage Plaza is pledged by 47,000 shares (50% of
shares) of Capital Estate Group Limited.

in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

Tenant deposits
Deferred revenue
Finance lease liabilities
Total

7,876,671
4,182,454
3,305,344
15,364,469

191,008
–
3,376,158
3,567,166

FINANCE LEASE LIABILITIES
Finance Lease Liabilities represent current and non-current obligations
of the Group in relation to rent payments to the city of Moscow for lease
of the land under Berlin House, Geneva House, Hermitage Plaza and
Magistral’naya. Minimum lease payments are accounted for as financial
lease and the present values of these payments as at 31 December 2014
are as follows:
31.12.2014

in US$
Within 1 year
After 1 year but not more than 5 years
More than 5 years
Less: future interest costs
Total

Present
value

Minimum
lease
payments

30,152
67,316
3,207,876
3,305,344
–
3,305,344

388,806
1,480,690
13,443,736
15,313,233
– 12,007,889
3,305,344

31.12.2013

in US$
Within 1 year
After 1 year but not more than 5 years
More than 5 years
Less: future interest costs
Total

Present
value

Minimum
lease
payments

37,399
95,773
3,242,986
3,376,158
–
3,376,158

392,907
1,484,301
11,641,783
13,518,991
– 10,142,833
3,376,158
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19. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS
The contribution of this category to the financial results of the Group is
presented below:
in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

Designated upon
initial recognition
Embedded derivatives
Interest rate swap
Quoted debt securities
Total

– 2,159,496
237,202
–
– 1,922,294

–
614,591
15,163
629,754

As of 31 December 2014 financial liabilities at fair value through profit or
loss consist of embedded derivatives.
in US$
Designated upon initial recognition
Embedded derivatives
Interest rate swap
Total

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

2,096,445
–
2,096,445

–
242,273
242,273

Most lease contracts with tenants in the Group are denominated in USD, a
currency other than the functional currency of subsidiaries. Some of these
lease contracts in Polar Lights provide a minimum and maximum of RUR /
USD exchange rates for the payments to be made by lessees in ruble. As
per IAS 39 these contracts should be treated as a type of foreign currency
option which is considered as an embedded derivative and should be accounted for at fair value separately from the host contract from inception.
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20. NET RENTAL INCOME
The breakdown of Net Rental Income on an asset by asset basis is presented below:

in US$
Gross rental income
Ground rents paid
Service charge income on principal basis
Service charge expenses on principal basis
Property operating expenses
Repair and maintenance costs
Non-income taxes
Net rental income

in US$
Gross rental income
Ground rents paid
Service charge income on principal basis
Service charge expenses on principal basis
Property operating expenses
Repair and maintenance costs
Non-income taxes
Net rental income

Petrovsky Fort
5,234,349
– 239,282
1,727,701
– 730,485
– 79,639
– 179,720
– 276,395
5,456,529

Petrovsky Fort
6,876,006
– 355,339
2,306,703
– 1,120,561
– 130,929
– 374,323
– 450,913
6,750,644

Magistral'naya
852,061
– 16,773
361,094
– 266,446
– 3,539
– 65,515
– 10,458
850,425

Magistral'naya
963,151
– 41,388
393,872
– 297,324
– 3,851
– 42,391
– 14,365
957,704

As of 31 December 2014, the top five tenants in the Group are Richemont
Group, Reuters, Merrill Lynch, Akin Gump and Chanel. These top five tenants account for approximately 38% of the annual net rent. As of 31 December 2013, the top five tenants in the Group were Gazprom Geotechnologii,
RKS, DSK Slavyansky, Glavstroy-SPb, Russian Consulting SPb and SET. The
top five tenants accounted for approximately 33% of the annual net rent.

31.12.2014
Geneva House
Berlin House
4,842,715
– 39,686
704,092
– 389,846
– 13,553
–
– 234,061
4,869,661

Polar Lights

4,596,498
– 15,052
703,370
– 267,378
– 18,067
– 83,486
– 193,091
4,722,795

31.12.2013
Geneva House
Berlin House
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Total

3,751,752
– 36,094
787,792
– 326,998
– 382,727
– 79,183
– 166,629
3,547,913

Polar Lights
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

19,277,375
– 346,887
4,284,049
– 1,981,153
– 497,525
– 407,904
– 880,633
19,447,322

Total
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

7,839,157
– 396,727
2,700,575
– 1,417,885
– 134,780
– 416,714
– 465,278
7,708,348
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23. FINANCE COSTS
in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

Interests on bonds issued
Interest on loans payable
Interest on bank loans
Bank charges
Other finance cost
Total

4,748,373
3,290,426
1,406,968
303,436
928,412
10,677,615

–
–
2,411,215
62,954
196,744
2,670,913

21. INTEREST INCOME
in US$
Loan receivable interest
Interest on bonds
Bank interest
Total

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

7,811,291
–
197,201
8,008,492

7,607,443
183,461
70,178
7,861,082

22. NET FOREIGN EXCHANGE (LOSS) / GAIN
in US$
Net gain / (loss) from
foreign currency translation
UniCredit bank loan (for the period
untill disposal of Petrovsky Fort)
Intercompany loans
Berlin House
Geneva House
Polar Lights
Petrovsky Fort (for the period
untill disposal)
Magistral'naya
Arbat Multi-use Complexes
investment property
"Scandinavia" Land plots
in St. Petersburg
Cumulative translation adjustment
in Romsay
Other
Total

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

24. TAXATION
The Company is domiciled in the British Virgin Islands (BVI), and organised
as a Business Corporation, which is tax exempt in the BVI. Therefore, profits
can be accumulated and paid out free of any corporate tax or withholding
tax.
TAXATION IN RUSSIA
The Group’s subsidiaries in Russia are liable for the following taxes in the
Russian Federation:
– 20% payable on the taxable profit calculated as the difference
between rental income and tax deductible expenses incurred by the
companies in connection with the permanent establishment (therefore
the Russian corporate tax rate is used for income tax reconciliation);
– 0.9 % property tax on the cadastial value of the properties.

– 6,298,460
– 98,273,559
74,046,716
79,792,699
62,387,079

– 2,580,036
– 14,267,327
–
–
–

10,046,050
4,136,278

4,556,389
611,553

10,074,215

1,142,168

Income taxes
The major components of income tax expenses / benefits for the years ended 31 December 2014 and 2013 are:

3,600,231

1,938,860

in US$

– 16,953,927
35,970
122,593,291

–
– 1,031,594
– 9,629,987

Current income tax expense
Deferred income tax (expense) / benefit
Income tax (expense) / benefit

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

– 1,696,321
– 27,145,700
– 28,842,021

– 70,238
1,347,343
1,277,105
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Reconciliation between income tax expense / benefit and the product of
accounting profit multiplied by the Russian tax rate for the years ended
31 December 2014 and 2013 is as follows:
in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

Profit / (loss) before tax
Income tax at Russian corporate
tax rate of 20% (2013: 20%)
Non-deductable expenses
Non-taxable income
Effect of lower tax rates
in other countries
Income tax (expense) / benefit

73,897,412

– 35,838,975

– 14,779,482
– 3,897,653
5,463

7,167,795
– 6,952,400
242,491

– 10,170,349
– 28,842,021

819,219
1,277,105

Deferred tax assets and liabilities reflected in the financial statement are:

in US$

Deferred tax assets
Losses available for offset against future taxable income
Deferred tax liability
Revaluation of investment property to fair value

Consolidated statement of
financial position
31.12.2014
31.12.2013

8,380,577

3,212,862

10,845,505

1,347,343

– 126,364,886

–

– 37,991,205

–

– 27,145,700

1,347,343

Deferred income tax (expense) / benefit
Deferred tax (liabilities) / assets net

– 117,984,309

3,212,862

Reflected on the statement of financial position as follows
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liability
Deferred tax (liabilities) / assets net

8,380,577
– 126,364,886
– 117,984,309

3,212,862
–
3,212,862

Tax losses have been recognised as a Deferred Income Tax Asset as it is
probable that taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax
losses can be utilised. As of 31 December 2014, the available tax losses capable of being carried forward can be offset against taxable profits. Generally tax losses can be offset within 10 years starting from the year of recognition. The oldest losses refer to 2009 thus they can be offset before 2019.

Consolidated
income statement
31.12.2014
31.12.2013

Deferred tax liabilities represent temporary differences resulting from excess of Berlin House, Geneva House, Polar Lights and Hermitage Plaza fair
values over their tax values. Deferred tax liabilities acquired with these properties were US$ 123.51 million (Note 7).
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Deferred tax liability on an asset by asset basis:
in US$
Deferred tax liabilities due to
revaluation of investment properties
Berlin House
Geneva House
Polar Lights
Hermitage

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

– 25,596,564
– 22,951,770
– 27,054,563
– 50,761,989
– 126,364,886

–
–
–
–
–

25. EARNINGS PER SHARE
Basic Earnings per Share amounts are calculated by dividing Net Profit /
Loss for the Year Attributable to Equity Holders of the Company by the
weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year.
As there are no dilutive instruments outstanding, Basic and Diluted Earnings
per Share are identical.
The following reflects the income and share data used in the Basic and
Diluted Earnings per Share computations:
in US$
Earnings per share
Net profit / (loss) attributable to
shareholders
Weighted average number
of ordinary shares outstanding
Earnings per share (US$ per share)

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

45,055,391

– 34,561,870

4,262,613
10,57

4,262,613
– 8,11

26. SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Authorized Capital
Art. 5 of the Company’s Memorandum of Association, as amended by the
resolutions passed at the Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting of 29 June
2004, 19 November 2004, 7 March 2005, the General Meeting of Members of 16 May 2006, 3 May 2007, 24 June 2008, the Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting of 15 April 2013 and Shareholders Meeting of 17 June
2014 provides for an authorised capital which entitles the Board of Directors
to issue a total of 11,000,000 registered ordinary shares without par value
and 1,000,000 registered Series A preferred shares without par value.
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Change of Capital
Number of
ordinary shares
31.12.2014
31.12.2013
Authorised capital
Total authorised capital
Opening balance unissued authorised capital
Increase
Utilisation for capital increase
Conversion to ordinary shares
Closing balance unissued authorised capital

11,000,000
5,661,868
–
–
–
5,661,868

11,000,000
3,661,868
2,000,000
–
–
5,661,868

Number of
ordinary shares
31.12.2014
31.12.2013
Issued share capital
Opening balance
Capital increase
Closing balance

Treasury shares
Opening balance
Issued to treasury
Purchase
Sales
Closing balance

5,338,132
–
5,338,132

5,338,132
–
5,338,132

Number of series A
preferred shares
31.12.2014
31.12.2013

1,000,000
1,000,000
–
–
–
1,000,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
–
–
–
1,000,000

Number of series A
preferred shares
31.12.2014
31.12.2013

–
–
–

–
–
–

31.12.2014

Number of shares
31.12.2013

1,075,519
–
–
–
1,075,519

1,075,519
–
–
–
1,075,519

Treasury shares do not participate in profits of the Group and do not carry
any voting rights.
All outstanding shares rank equally as to dividends and all other pecuniary
rights associated with share ownership. Common shares are entitled to one
vote each. Preferred A shares are not entitled to vote. No Preferred A shares
are outstanding or in issue.
On 31 December 2014, Aurora Value Fund held 3,286,445 shares in the
Company, equalling 61.6% of shares in issue.
No dividend was paid during 2014.

Cumulative Translation Adjustment
The Cumulative Translation Adjustment (CTA) line of the Group’s Consolidated Statement of Financial Position reflects accumulated gains and losses
from currency translation which have accumulated over the period of ownership of the subsidiaries. Dramatic RUB weakening against USD in 2014
had serious negative effect on CTA which is mostly attributable to Geneva
House, Berlin House, Polar Lights which was partially eliminated by the sale
of 99.9% of Romsay as the amount of CTA which was attributable to the
former subsidiary has been removed from CTA (Note 8).
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27. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The financial statements include the financial statements of the Company
and the subsidiaries and joint operations. The Company’s holdings in subsidiaries and joint operations are listed in the following table:

Name of subsidiary

Incorporated in

Eastern Property Partners II LP
Housefar Limited
Idelisa Limited
Silverlake Limited
Whiterock Investments Limited
Stainfield Limited *
Redhill Investment Limited
Romsay Properties Limited *
Connecta Gmbh & Co. KG
EPH Real Estate Limited
PNL Media Limited
Capital Estate Group Limited
T&A Services Limited
Lexworth Finance Limited

Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus
Tortola, BVI
Limassol, Cyprus

Joint operations
Vakhtangov Place Limited
Bluestone Investments Limited

Limassol, Cyprus
Limassol, Cyprus

% Holding
31.12.2014
31.12.2013
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
100%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99.90%
10%
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%

60%
60%

60%
60%

*	disposed in 2014

The Company owns 50% of Vestive, 25.9% of Hypercenter Investment SA
and 10% of Sarnatus Trading Limited.
Valartis International Ltd. is General Partner of EPP II LP; and in this capacity
owns a nominal interest in the partnership, though its value is not material.
As such, each of the companies named above is to be considered as related
party. The Group’s transactions with these companies in the period under
review, subsequent to the period’s close, and planned in the future are described in corresponding notes.
The real estate activities of the Company are managed by Valartis International Ltd, a subsidiary of Valartis Group AG. Employees of Valartis Group
are members of the Management Committee and Board of Directors of the
Company.

The following contractual agreements exist in place between the Group and
Valartis International Limited under which management fee is charged:
– Valartis International Ltd has a real estate management agreement
with EPH
– Valartis International Ltd has property management agreements in
place with Inkonika LLC (Turgenevskaya parking), Connecta KG (Berlin
House) and EPH One LLC (Geneva House)
In 2014, the Group sold two subsidiaries, Stainfield Ltd (Stainfield) and
99.9% of Romsay Properties Ltd (Romsay), to its related party company
ENR Private Equity Ltd. on an arm’s length basis (Note 8).
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The Group’s related party balances as of 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013 consisted of the following:
in US$
Loans and receivables
(joint operation and joint venture)
Accounts receivable
(other related party)
Cash & cash equivalents
(other related party)
Borrowings (other related party)
Accounts payable (other related party)
and accrued expenses

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

74,216,663

80,995,725

265,796

–

905,138
–

584,191
8,525,341

949,944

1,049,025

The Group’s transactions with related parties for the period ended of 31
December 2014 and 2013 consisted of the following:
in US$

31.12.2014

31.12.2013

Performance fees (other related party)
Management fees (other related party)
Interest income
(joint operation and joint venture)
Finance costs (other related party)
Other expenses (other related party)

–
– 3,495,328

225,603
– 3,257,533

7,811,291
– 226,665
– 25,366

7,607,443
– 3,343
–

28. CONTINGENCIES
RUSSIAN FEDERATION TAX AND REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Russian tax legislation is subject to frequent change and some of the laws
related to Russian taxes are comparatively new and continue to evolve. Of
particular interest to the Group, co-investment agreements under which
parties to a real estate investment agreement with the municipal authorities
can accept investor financing, and ultimately register initial ownership of the
properties to the investor are not clearly defined in the tax code. Differing
interpretations of tax regulations exist both among and within government
ministries and organisations at the federal, regional and local levels, leading
to uncertain and inconsistent enforcement. In particular, taxes are subject
to review and investigations by a number of authorities enabled by law to
impose fines and penalties. While the Group believes it has provided adequately for all tax liabilities based on its understanding of the tax legislation,
the above facts may create tax risks for the GroupThe Russian Federation is
still developing the legal framework required to support a market economy.
Frequently, it will not be possible to determine in advance whether a proposed course of action is legal, or would be considered legal by a court or
other governmental authority of competent jurisdiction. If, in an unpredictable legal environment, a Russian court or a governmental authority takes
a position unfavourable to the Group, it could materially and adversely affect its business, financial condition, results of operations, properties and
prospects.
In order to use and develop land in Russia, approvals and consents of various federal, regional, and local governmental authorities are required. The
approval and consent requirements vary from locality to locality; they are
numerous, sometimes contradictory, subject to change without public notice, and are occasionally applied retroactively. In view of the complexities
of Russian land legislation, it is, even with utmost diligence, often difficult to
assure full compliance of real estate properties and developments with all
governmental and administrative regulations in Russia. If any of the Group’s
existing or prospective real estate investments is found not to be in compliance with all applicable regulations, it may have a material adverse effect
on such property and on the Group’s overall financial condition, results of
operations, business and prospects.
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29. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
FINANCIAL RISK FACTORS
The Group’s activities are exposed to a variety of financial risks: market
risk (including foreign currency risk, fair value interest rate risk, cash flow
interest rate risk and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk. The Group’s
overall risk management program focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimise potential adverse effects on the Group’s
financial performance. Risk management is carried out by the Management
Committee and supervised by the Board of Directors.
MARKET RISK
Foreign currency risk
The Group operates internationally and is exposed to foreign currency risk
arising from various currency exposures, primarily with respect to the Russian ruble / US dollar exchange rate. Foreign currency risk arises from future
commercial transactions, recognised monetary assets and liabilities and net
investments in foreign operations.
The Group has certain investments in foreign operations, whose net assets
are exposed to foreign currency translation risk. The Group seeks, when
possible, to reduce the currency exposure arising from these assets by obtaining direct funding in the same currency.As most of the Group’s liabilities
are denominated in US$, almost all lease agreements with tenants in the
Group’s properties remain US$-linked. In addition, the Group promptly exchanges significant RUB cash balances to US$ during periods of exchange
rate volatility or unpredictability in order to ensure its ability to meet debt
service and other major US$ obligations.
Other than interest and management fees, most significant expenses such
as construction costs, property maintenance, security utilities and other
operating costs are denominated and payable in RUB. The Group seeks
to minimise its exposure to foreign currency risk by carefully monitoring
currency markets and holding appropriate amounts of US$ or RUB to meet
its obligations.
As at 31 December 2014, if the US dollar had weakened / strengthened
by 10% against the Russian Ruble with all other variables held constant,
net profit for the year would have been US$ 32.4 million (2013: US$ 14.8
million) lower / higher, mainly as a result of foreign exchange gains / losses
on translation of US$-denominated investment grade properties and borrowings in subsidiaries and joint operation entities and RUB-denominated
borrowings in the Company.

CASH FLOW AND FAIR VALUE INTEREST RATE RISK
Loans to joint operations, joint ventures or associated companies
As at 31 December 2014, the Group has significant loans receivables of
US$ 75.4 million (2013: US$ 81.0 million). The majority of these loans are
interest-bearing at fixed rates, which expose the Group to fair value interest
rate risk. Since the majority of the loans have a contractual maturity of less
than one year, fair value of the loans receivables was similar to the carrying
value.
Almost all of the loans were granted to the Group’s joint operation, joint
ventures or associated companies. To mitigate its risk, loans are granted
with relatively short maturities allowing frequent resetting of rates, and in
accordance with shareholder agreements which stipulate that interest rates
will be consistent with market interest rates.
As at 31 December 2014, if interest rates on loans granted had been 1%
higher / lower with all other variables held constant, the Group’s profit before
tax for the year would have been US$ 0.46 million higher / lower (2013: US$
0.64 million).
Bonds issued
The Group’s interest rate risk also arises from bonds issued at fixed coupon
rates. Fixed coupon rates expose the Group to fair value interest rate risk.
Considering current market and low fixed coupon rate fair value interest
rate risk is remote. If the interest rate on the market declines the Group will
consider using of hedging instruments.
As at 31 December 2014, if coupon rate on bonds issued had been 1%
higher / lower with all other variables held constant, the Group’s profit before
tax for the year would have been US$ 0.86 million lower / higher.
Loans payable
As at 31 December 2014, the Group has significant loans payable of US$
135.3 million (2013: US$ 51.2 million). All of these loans are interest-bearing at fixed rates, which expose the Group to fair value interest rate risk.
Considering current market and low fixed interest rate the fair value interest
rate risk is remote. If the interest rate on the market declines the Group will
consider using of hedging instruments.
As at 31 December 2014, if the interest rate had been 1% higher /
lower with all other variables held constant, the Group’s profit before tax
for the year would have been US$ 0.56 million lower / higher (2013: US$
0.34 million).
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CREDIT RISK
The Group’s credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents, deposits
with banks and financial institutions, interest bearing financial instruments,
credit exposure to loans provided to joint operation entities, joint ventures
and associated companies, as well as rents and other receivables from tenants and accounts receivable in general.
Almost all of the Group’s loans are to joint operation companies, subsidiaries,
joint venture or associates, to finance development projects. As such the
ultimate borrowers are, to the extent of ownership, the Group itself and its
joint operation, joint venture or associate partners. Loans to the project companies are not guaranteed by the joint operation, joint venture or associate
owners, but are secured by the underlying assets, and claim first over future
cash flows of the joint operations, joint ventures or associates. The Group
is able to further manage exposure to credit risk in respect of the financial
assistance provided to subsidiaries, joint operation entities, joint venture and
associated companies through exercising control or significant influence over
their financial and operating policy decisions and reviewing the development
and valuations of the underlying investment projects regularly.

Credit risk related to rent payments is managed by requiring tenants to pay
rentals in advance (including rent deposits). The Group has policies in place
to monitor its exposure to non-payment of rents by its tenants, including
pre-screening prior to signing leases, careful monitoring of rental receipts,
and efforts to collect rents or terminate leases before receivables become
substantial.
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the carrying amount of the loan receivables and cash and cash equivalents. Loan
agreements for US$ 75.4 million (2013: US$ 81.0 million) contain provisions
to ensure repayment (mortgage over the property once its construction is
finished, pledge of accounts), once the respective collateral is available.
LIQUIDITY RISK
Management monitors rolling forecasts of the Group’s liquidity on the basis
of expected cash flow.
The table below shows liabilities as at 31 December 2014 by their remaining
contractual maturity. The amounts disclosed in the maturity table are the
contractual undiscounted cash flows.
Foreign currency payments are translated using the exchange rate at the
balance sheet date.
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in US$
31.12.2014
Liabilities
Borrowings
Gross finance lease liabilities
Tenant deposits
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Trade and other payables
Total

in US$
31.12.2013
Liabilities
Borrowings
Gross finance lease liabilities
Tenant deposits
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Trade and other payables
Total

Less than
1 Month

1 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5
Years

More than
5 Years

Total

–
97,202
–
–
–
97,202

9,265,775
97,202
–
–
23,932,571
33,295,548

21,549,609
194,403
–
2,096,445
132,162,979
156,003,437

162,188,646
1,480,690
7,876,671
–
67,280,955
238,826,963

436,260,999
13,443,736
–
–
–
449,704,736

629,265,030
15,313,233
7,876,671
2,096,445
223,376,505
877,927,884

Less than
1 Month

1 to 6
months

6 to 12
months

1 to 5
Years

More than
5 Years

Total

991,819
98,227
–
242,273
–
1,332,319

1,193,391
98,227
–
–
7,091,474
8,383,092

10,487,779
196,453
–
–
–
10,684,232

42,084,097
1,484,301
191,008
–
–
43,759,406

–
11,641,783
–
–
–
11,641,783

54,757,085
13,518,991
191,008
242,273
7,091,474
75,800,831

FAIR VALUES
Set out below is a comparison by class of the carrying amounts and fair
value of the Group’s financial instruments that are carried in the financial
statements:
in US$
Financial assets
Loans and receivables
Accounts receivable
Cash & cash equivalents
Financial liabilities
Borrowings
Finance lease liabilities
Tenant deposits
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Trade and other payables at amortised cost
Trade and other payables at fair value
*	The fair values are assumed to approximate their carrying amounts due to their short-term nature

31.12.2014
31.12.2013
Carrying amount

31.12.2014
31.12.2013
Fair value

75,423,997
1,703,781
26,460,024

80,995,725
3,807,038
6,648,367

*
*
*

*
*
*

408,871,502
3,305,344
7,876,671
2,096,445
156,095,550
67,280,955

51,210,613
3,376,158
191,008
242,273
7,091,474
–

362,693,171
3,305,344
*
2,096,445
*
67,280,955

51,210,613
3,376,158
*
242,273
*
–
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FAIR VALUE HIERARCHY
The Group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the
fair value of financial instruments by valuation technique:
Level 1: quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets
or liabilities
Level 2: other techniques for which all inputs that have a significant effect
on the recorded fair value are observable, either directly or indirectly
Level 3: techniques that use inputs that have a significant effect on the
recorded fair value that are not based on observable market data.
As at 31 December 2014, the Group held the following instruments carried
at fair value in the statement of financial position:
Fair value measurement hierarchy as at 31 December 2014:
In US$
Financial liabilities
Borrowings
Finance lease liabilities
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

31.12.2014

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

362,693,171
3,305,344
2,096,445

362,693,171
3,305,344
2,096,445

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

31.12.2013

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
242,273

–
51,210,613
3,376,158
–

51,210,613
3,376,158
242,273

During the period ending 31 December 2014, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements.
Fair value measurement hierarchy as at 31 December 2013:
In US$
Financial liabilities
Borrowings
Finance lease liabilities
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
During the period ending 31 December 2013, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements.
The fair value of bonds issued and obligations under finance lease are
estimated by discounting future cash flows using rates currently available
for debt on similar terms, credit risk and remaining maturities.
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The tables below show the reconciliation of Level 3 fair value measurement:
in US$

Reconciliation of level 3 measurement
Beginning of the period
Acquisition
Disposal
Recognised in income statement
Forex effect
End of period

in US$

Reconciliation of level 3 measurement
Beginning of the period
Acquisition
Disposal
Recognised in income statement
Forex effect
End of period

31.12.2014
Trade and other
Financial liabilities
payables at
Finance lease at fair value through
fair value
profit or loss
liabilities
3,376,158
3,919,992
– 2,716,689
310,794
– 1,584,911
3,305,344

–
66,373,643
–
907,312
–
67,280,955

3,376,158
70,812,567
– 2,716,689
3,377,602
– 2,166,893
72,682,744

31.12.2013
Trade and other
Financial liabilities
payables at
Finance lease at fair value through
fair value
profit or loss
liabilities

Total

3,568,026
–
–
396,727
– 588,595
3,376,158

–
518,931
–
2,159,496
– 581,982
2,096,445

Total

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

3,568,026
–
–
396,727
– 588,595
3,376,158
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The significant unobservable inputs used in the fair value measurement
categorized within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy together with a quantitative sensitivity analysis as at 31 December 2014 are as shown below:

Embedded derivative liabilities

Valuation technique
Black-Scholes
Option Pricing Model

Significant
unobservable inputs
USD / RUB exrate

Finance lease liabilities

DCF

discount rate

Trade and other payables

DCF

discount rate

CAPITAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The Group’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the Group’s
ability to continue as a going concern in order to provide returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders and to maintain an optimal capital structure to reduce the cost of capital. In order to maintain or adjust the
capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividends paid to
shareholders, return capital to shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets
to reduce debt. Consistent with others in the industry, the Group monitors
capital on the basis of the gearing ratio. As at 31 December 2014, the
Group’s gearing ratio is 64.9% (2013: 14.9%). This ratio is calculated as
net debt divided by total capital. Net debt is calculated as total borrowings
less cash and cash equivalents. Total capital is calculated as ‘shareholders
equity’ as shown in the consolidated balance sheet plus net debt.

Sensitivity of the
inputs on fair value
10% increase / decrease
would result in an increase /
decrease in fair value by
US$ 0.53 million
9.75% – 12.59% Increase / decrease in discount rate by
0.25 bps would result in decrease /
increase in fair value by
US$ 0.06 million
8.50% Increase / decrease in discount rate by
0.25 bps would result in an decrease /
increase in fair value by
US$ 0.29 million

Range
USD / RUB
50.63 – USD/RUB 61.88
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05
POLAR LIGHTS
DIVERSIFIED
TENANT MIX

Sophisticated and cosmopolitan – connected and international – Polar Lights
in the middle of one of the fast-rising business district of Moscow.
Following the strategy of acquiring income producing properties in Moscow
and with investment parameters such as excellent location, high quality of
the builidng, low or no vacancy and diversified tenant mix, Eastern Property
Holdings acquired 100% of Polar Lights in September 2014.
Polar Lights is located in one of the most developed business districts in
the North of Moscow, inside the Third Transport Ring Road, one of the
city’s main traffic arteries, and in immediate proximity to Savelovskaya Metro Station. The building has been constructed in 2006 with 14 above ground
levels and was fully renovated in 2012. Polar Lights is a B+ class business
center with a total area of 37,815 m2.

Polar Lights has a total leasable area of approx. 30,000 sqm and is almost
fully rented to a mix of intrenational and Russian tenants. The main tenants
at the building are BNP Paribas, Heineken, Omron, Pioneer, Samsung and
Rosagroleasing.
Highlights
– B+ class business center with modern design and state-of-the-art
technical quality of the building
–

Convenient location near to the Third Transport Ring Road, one of the
most important city’s traffic arteries

–

Diversified tenant mix

–

Almost fully rented out in 2014
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INVESTMENT GUIDELINES

1. OBJECTIVE
The objective of Eastern Property Holdings (the “Company”) is to invest
directly, through subsidiaries, or via participation in other companies,
in real estate in Russia, the CIS, and Europe in order to provide capital
appreciation and dividend income to its shareholders. Investments may
be existing properties or development projects which are intended to
provide capital appreciation and / or rent income. The Company may also
purchase participations in other companies with real estate related activities and provide real estate financing, real estate management, sale
and leaseback of real estate and enter into real estate related financial
transactions.
2. INVESTMENTS
2.1 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS
Investment targets are commercial, residential and industrial properties
located in Russia and other CIS countries which provide a reasonable risk /
return ratio. The main criteria to be considered are as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Quality of location;
Economic outlook;
Infrastructure;
Architecture;
Standard of fittings;
Occupancy;
Quality of tenants;
Flexibility of usage;
Profitability;
Potential for value appreciation;

2.2 DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Development projects might be new construction or refurbishing of existing buildings. If development projects are undertaken with a partner, special care must be taken to protect the interests of the Company through
the structure and contractual framework of the endeavor.
2.3 FINANCING OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS
The Company intends to optimise the return on its investments through
the conservative use of leverage. Interest expenses will be considered on
a consolidated basis.
2.4 PARTICIPATIONS IN COMPANIES
The Company can also invest in majority or minority participations in other companies with real estate related activities, including real estate management.
2.5 REAL ESTATE FINANCING
The Company may provide real estate financing secured by mortgages or
other adequate guarantees.

2.6 FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
For temporary or defensive purpose, the Company’s assets can also be
invested in financial instruments, such as stock, listed shares, bonds,
investment funds and other liquid financial instruments.
The investment in options, futures and other derivatives is only permitted
for hedging purposes. The Company may furthermore engage into other
financial transactions such as currency and interest rate forwards and
swaps for hedging purposes.
2.7 OTHER INVESTMENTS
The Company can also, subject to approval of the Board of Directors, invest
up to 10% of its assets in non-real estate related investments. Up to 20%
of the Company’s total assets can be invested in real estate investments
outside the Company’s primary geographic area of focus.
3. VALUATION
The entire real estate portfolio will be appraised once a year by an independent
real estate appraiser. The results of the yearly appraisal will be used as the
basis for valuation in the Company’s annual report. For the purpose of the half
year report, a simplified valuation method will be applied.
4. INVESTMENT PROCESS
4.1 APPROVAL BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
All purchases or sales of properties and all investments in other assets
in excess of USD 5 million, with the exception of financial investments
for temporary or cash management purpose have to be approved by the
Board of Directors.
4.2 ANALYSIS
Prior to the approval, Eastern Property Management Limited will present a
comprehensive analysis of potential investments, including financing. Analysis will be based on conservative cost, timing, and rent or sale assumptions.
Changes to, and Compliance with the Investment Guidelines
The Investment Guidelines can be changed or amended by resolution of the
Board of Directors. Compliance with the Investment Guidelines is verified periodically by the Board of Directors
5. CHANGES TO, AND COMPLIANCE WITH THE INVESTMENT GUIDELINES
The Investment Guidelines can be changed or amended by resolution of the
Board of Directors. Compliance with the Investment Guidelines is verified periodically by the Board of Directors.
The Investment Guidelines are posted on the Company’s website:
www.easternpropertyholdings.com.
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CORPORATE DETAILS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Olga Melnikova
Gustav Stenbolt
Michael Cuthbert
Tomasz Dukala
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Eastern Property Holdings Limited
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